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SYSTID. Time"Uof:{atn Shnulati.on Program
FORTRAN V
Time -Downain, Sa~pledData, Link Simulation.
Digital :C~ilter. z-Transfor..:n
nos
Ov~al1 Study. Plus Program: £23.881.
ABSTRACT
The SYSTID Compfttc:h·~Progr.u:-aUo;;~~tne-U:serto achieve time'
d?main-~!mul8'DoN""'£te-}ecomrn~7?Ht)l'lslink~. ~1;C'l-,~S the A~oJ1o)i.lik'S_. -
'the _pr~gr<!.p is written in EO:P;;:'RAl'f V. a,nd ~s ope~ational on: tlle J:jASA/MSC
~~:QNI'\TAG ] fl)8 sY'stem. : The ;:~YSTID :orog!"aJ!l has been designed sucn tha.tthe
-'. mpu(.gata s~t required~ofc~ user ls· ;C1inima,l. Tl!is prog~am char.acter:stiC
.: is aclii'eved thrOt1g~use of a language p;-ocessor wh~ch translates· siltLpl~, .
Engli~l-language us.er c:omIT..ands-and link element desciiptions and topology
into the FORTRAN 'code necessary to establish a digaa.l filter ~<!.uivalentof . _
~~?~h link. The program's time. j,oinain simulation rechniqu~ 'emp!oy.s !:he
bilrn~a.r· z"';;traIis!Q~In, tv ..reC.uc~ x\m tim.e, ano. minimize the e:rro~s ccOm-
I".t!0nly· as:>-t?ciated·with samp]:cd data :representations.; In additi,cm ....-model ~
.,,;library ~s been implemented so that cC?inmonly encountered tcle~.t:)mm~p.ic:;~~~
tion.s link elements .canche called up "by the user directly, withq.n:t c.~l1tl.'1ea. :
uS,er coding. Thes'c: l~b:!Cil.-ry .Inodel~<;;-include link.elements .s..udi:asW-Qaqla,1;QtS.
demodula.tors. filters~ limiter:;,,, .and oilierelcments. The .system simUlation
can ceexcUed by a number 'of time f~nct.iQns;:inciuding those in its lior-a;ry;o"
and -!"he systernls time response cald~e computed in lis ted n1: ,graphil?al O:tItput
,. format... at: any point. In addition;' post-p.rocessing routines can be applied to
SYSTII?()c.tp.ut to convert=.the compu.ted titne response into freqtfu.ncydorn.ain
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The computer-aided analysis of_~;;ous systems using t.ime
domain and other digital simulation techniques is well-trodden :ground
from a theorectical point of vie~. However. the practical aspects of
suc.h ro:lacmne sim.u1ation have not been as highly developed. In parti.-
c:u1ar,_ tile fairly recent availability o.£-high speed digital computers
has increased the cost effectiveness of employing stich digital time domain
simulation, a tei:hnique whose analytical advantages have long beenrecog-
ni::ed. An advanced digital simulation program is describecrln--"'11US -docu-
mental:iQ:J. which can be applied to teleco:nmunications system simulation.
SYSTID. the SAl time domain'sim.ulation language. allows the
us er to describe a l:elecom.municati~n system's topology and element:
characteristics in simple English style text. - Varioti'; system elements
are then generate~ on a one-time basis,. and stored for subsequent use.
The nature of the exciting si6nals, each transfer element in the system.
and the desired Ioea-tiorls ell oul:pu" response are all simply described .in
the_SYSTID language. -
Input descrip~ors to the program. 9.efiriing arbitrary linkc.elements.
include a verbal ana r-ume:dc pa:J;ameter set and-a~opriatenodal connec-
tion-data. The SYSTID program then generates appropriate FORTRAN
routines. to kmplem.ent the sa.mpled- data .eqt:ivalence to the-desired contin-
uous system transfer functions.
The SYSTID input is presently via punched card fo~t. with tabu-
lated and!or line printer ar.d/or CalComp p19tted ouf:pUl:.
A nmnber of tv?ica.l Ao~lIo-relate!lcommunications system elements
can be modeled, and ~f.ored i~ a program lii;a:ry-:~fo;"-s-nbs;qU:ent-simUlation




2. 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ~YSTm time domain simulation program- can more accurately
be described as iCl. language processor. which in turn employs i:he- sampled:
data. i. e. z·,transIorm techniques of the SAr SAMDAT program. to allow
use~orientedsimu1afion~·oftelecommunic.atio::ls systems. The SYSTID
~rograrn call b.~ applied moregeneral~:~than 1:0 merely the set of telecomm-
unications li~1ks-.: any continuollS systen::c representation can be achieved.
The Jnaul thrust of the SYSTID Software, Design has taken place in optimizing
the user-p:r-0fran'1 interface. "''Ihemajor program c,lla.ra.cteristics can be
summarizec. bytl.e folloWing items; .
Simpk..,.u~el;-"orfent;~cinputlang":!age, UTJ:idi a!!~~s use=--=-e!e-::!:a~!~
degrees of comp1exi!=Y" These compl¢tyclevels range from the
sim.ple~t:. where internally stcre~~recomm.unicationslink element
Inodels are used.io-e.. are ~<:;;er es:sentially wi"ites down.::·'phase
modu1~tort'. i.md the prograna employs a prevlously described i~ter-
,mlly stored mQ<;Jlel;. apprc?pru.\.tely intercolmected to other link -
eleme1J.ts as dli.1"med by the user. lil.te~tely.- the user may choocSe
to redeJfne,certain oi:'~2:ch link e1amentts describing pa:L;lmeter set.
Thus. in the~lir.~,-tb.e nse'r -may-ex~ernally sp<;cify a-ll of the
describing para:meterir~_eacii'l:-l1kc-elem~Dt. fo~'each system
",,-~e~~~:~o£' ~ -;~~~~~- -
- -
_ Flexibilif;y in systein__topologk.al d.escriptr1)D. allowing this .topology
._iriformation to be- ¥ni1:ia.~j.ed or :mOdified in succe~s~vepr~gra1'D.-rUl'iS.
- ~~:d~7'r~~~::: of iuptl~ S~Da;l'O'}XCifa.tioncan.be -specified~anQ-=..oJ1t?ut
data. in 11s~aDdfor CalComp..::plc!±ed format, computed at any point
'="itt~e system. .~/ -
-1:: - _ -:5' --= ..... ~ -'- - l..:, -?~~
A Iaithfal rep~e~~~ta~o_ll.g:rsyste~ ~on-li1i-earities. such as a limiter.
can be achicve~~"'J::hiscontrasts with a1terna.,e- system representati~ns
often::enconnt~red.;~~_Uchas J>0JopC?mial expansions. etc. - -.
~Utili=aEi.onof the bf~linea~ z--frausform and transIation:cof higl:>. carrier
fre~~n0~s-i::o~a.seband frequencies -to minimize aliasing ..error and'-
ye::achi;e;:v:.ereasonable runcti;neS'. ': - :.' .- -
Thus the SYSTID development ha~ ~mphasizedflexibility with respect
to simulated system characteristics. yet minimizes input data requiremen~'
by m~ans of appropriate stored telecommunications system't'!lement mod,eb.
These models typically l.:lclude common system eh':=nents 5u.ch as angle ,mod"-'
ulatcrs and'demcdulci.tors, bandpass and lowpass filters,' etc.
,. . .
, An important p ...cgl"~m feature is av inUiaHzationcapabili'ty to
minimize repetative user input data requirements. For ex.a~mple, a
phase modulator with a linear phase versus frequency range of plus or
minus 3 radians and a sensitivity of 1 radian/volt, or a predctection
filter transJer function given by a 4th order Butterworth-Thomsoncharac,;;"
teristic are examples of such initialization. These " s tanda::':dtl charatter-
istics w"uld be modified only ,upon user coinma.nd~' f~r thos~, a-.~alY3fs '
where they constitute a aecessary parametric-variation. '
·It is expected that with the supplied SYSTID library models and
functions and a ,few user constructed,models that most. systems win
j.nvolve little more than defining the topological si:rcic~re. the inptits and
the desi:fed outputs. References 'to models aDd~ii.mctiozlsproduce FORTRAN
"' __&"l1~rq~ti:ot. or function calls in theg,enerated symbolic program. The' ~~~,oL
subre:utl:ries.and functions vastly redu.ces the amount of work the'proc::e'Ssor
must pcirfprm. The, subroutines Clore manipula'ted by·the-"utility routincs''O:£ c-
the computer operatin&system: (for example CUR). The: technique saves at
great deal of time and considerably re~ucesthe complexity of the overaJl'"
,system. Certain types of de:~~s are'ilo~ea.sily constructed intJle SYSTiD
:ia.'1guage. for e,xampl,e the"5YSTID libraryroutlnes. Such devicescan: .
be added to the_SY$TID system by model~ng·them. directlY: in FORTRAN'
..or.:BA.;L,and informing th~ S-YSTID 1t4ictionaryt' about their existen-.:e, a
simple'opera;,tiO!l not"'rcequi::-inguse of the SYSTIDprocessor.: The gen'-:
~ eranoD of FORTRAN subroutines-for cmodels willresult'in'an eHicient .
simulation progra.m. A s~muiation runwili. progress through several'
disti,nctstages; input-setup. simulati9n,: ,output, and post processi1lg'.
-~in.ce the simulation will genera.lly con~lum.e the greatest amounto£ :
computer time,' the system is designed to·prOduce aneffici\i;a.t.simto1ation :
sf;age. The modular r:;tructure of the program(subrouti~es):andthC',~: ,
breakdown of 'the simulation prograrr... into distinct stages will;cal1ow parts
.of the program to be overlayed in core, in order to minim.ize the.use of
core, tht~:r.o.adiniizingthe size of the Jargcst permitted i3imp.1itlon~~­
HoweverYo no Qverlays .in the simulation stage are permitte~sinceJ;mt.
would increase c;omfuter run time considerably. ~. ~ " '0,.-
?-2'
2. 2 TECHNICAL DESCRIPT.i~\i
2.2. i Introduction
Ti.mf~ domain simulation of s'lst'"ems has claSSIcally em-pl"Oyed
iJ"nalog computation. mainly in the area oicontrol s'lstems analysis.
With the advent of second generation digltal computers (IB1-f 7094) br
~mple. time domain simulation usilig digital ..:ompute:z-s advanced
rapidly with tl:.e development of progra~ssuch 2.S MIDAS, MIMIC,
DSL!90. CSMP. ECAP. SCEPTRE. etc. Thes~ progr~ms however.
were designed with control systems or circuit analysis in mInd. Thus.
the simulation programs w~ich have been available in the past are not
opJ:£:::l,~ed for analysis of i:elecomJIlunic:ations systems. ayst:.m.s~hich
. possess characteristic;s &lot encounte:red in-control systems o!-,,:circuUs.
It is only with the availability of larg~ scaJ:edrgii::a.l machinas.
such as the UNIVAC !l08. that econemic considerationS'" favor digi~!.
computer s£muiatiGn as opposed to analog 5iinulation. Ifwill be recog-
nized. that the costs 0: analog versus digital shl1ulaticn Ca.m'lot be weigl:ed
on a one to one ~asis. For instance. analog simulation requires signifi-
e;an~ set-up and check-out tim.e for pr.oblem. initialization, with auCiitiol".:a.l
tUne for m.od:'fications ro the original situation, but-fea.tur~s extremely
low unit run costs even for wide-banowi,dJh.--sy-st~m~. In tn'lS ..r~spe::t. a
dig!-i:a.l--ehnulation. using a well designed program. l"eqiii'ri:S-.£!Jn!~um
cc.-sdt:-up:-tim.e. very limite<i. initl",-i checld~g. and negligible czdditional tL~e__
---p~naltie5 :forpaIan-.Ic:tr£c vr tC?9iogi.::;;,1 ';"Q.~iations h~t at higher ~~rly :.
costk Fuzmer. de~:ra.c.ationof the electronic elem.ents of_the_<iJ:la}cg
c~mpcter~'T~y create large solution error, further lip:1iting inhefe:il(
analog30y!:p.-nent fidelity. However. for certain situations use of an "~<
_a,p~ug-orbY'bridcomputer sim::lal:ion may be appro?ria.te. In ge~eral. _
- it w(5uld appea.r that use of digital computer simulation techniques offers
~ m.051: a ttrac;tive_ costl..perforrna~cecharacteristics.
SiInple acceptance of -I:be worth of tl.e digital co:m.;'ufg:r for sys ten[
~imulati.ondoes not lead directly to adoption'Jf an cptimutr.. digital sim.ula--
tion techpiq-u~. Section Z. 2. 2 will touch on so::ne of the -seve:r-a':' digital
si=uralbn technjques which are a.vailable to the user.
In partic.ular. one _unique chara.cteristic of tele",om.munications
. systems analysis impacts a ttme domain simulation badly. This charac-
-reristic is the gellerally lar-ge: :ratio between &..e RF carrier and tJ:.e base-
pand fTeqnencie~; i. e •• one must cornpute the system's response (o-ra ~
large .:1umoer of ;:;ar.r:'er cycles whilf:l ...Howing' propagaticn of much slowe~_
basoe'band excitation. Appe:tdix p_ will ilhstrate the techniques em.ployed -
in SYSEID to ffii.rlim.ize tais difficulty. -
2-3
2"~. 2 Co:n.parativ~ Al'l.alysis Techniques
There are several d1.gital com.puter-aided te~hniqueswhich can
he implem.ented for telecomm.unications systems analysis [1) [2] l'B] [9]
[82] [84] [85]197]. These iriclUfle signal power/noise spedral density
frequency domain and autocorrelation tec~ques03.5 well as fre time
domain approach. The use of the spectraf9~nsityapproac.h if> often of
interest for cer~in lim.ited application:;;. wnere the phase chara<:t:eJ:"is"ti~
of 'Ghe telecom."nunications link.-eiements is not considered. i. e •• any
spectral density approach must necessa:rily be insensitive to pha:.se
tra::lsfer functions. This is a major weakness in systems. analysis-of
high fidelity .•• 'The phase properties. of J;eal~eco~~is:a:ti~nsli-nks
do contribute to performance degraca-non. arid must be considered. The
time domain approach does not have this limitatiQn. and:i.n.addition, will
inherently t:zeat non-linear sys tem element responses in a accura.te.
straight-fol:"Ward fashion. The common timedomainsim.ulation failing
of exc~ssivecomputerrun time is o:f£S.a_t by the use of a. highS:peed
digil:a;l computeT and the particular transform. and ca.-rrier=-::to-bas,eband
ireq\.~eliCY translation apP~(";achwhich is
o
en:ploye~;:.in the SYSnp program.
Z. Z. 3 Analysi~
-=
_ - '- The 'Lheoretical'basis for the SYSTID program ~s di~cussed in
de-ail in apPc;,-'diJ= A. In addition. til,e" ~tensive~bibliog:raphygiven in:-
this docUIIlent williUlulitrate some: dfcthe extensivew:ork done in tliis
ar.ec: cf tim.e domain simula.tiOn. TheteChni-aues emp!ovedin theSYSTID
program are .... a.sed ip. parLriIt'ea.rlier·'I!7ork~ne~t Hughes Aircraft: _ -
Compa.,y Spa"C:':' SystemsDJvision ~yM. FaShano.W. Mayneld. and .;
N. Wagner. and' others fIl [~]~ It_~ll be recognized that :5YST~_re.pIesents_
a sigLi.5.canl: pr:ograin improv~~eE-L,!~e~i:=s--~er';:L"'l?':2:'j......~terIace
design. rather tha.n to any -funda.IIlen~l ~goritam developmen.ts:. TJ:;.e
""::: saIIlpled-data prog:ra:m~aspects~f SYS:TlD-'have becn~vgJ.idal:ea"by many -
applicati-ons, to V3.riotLs -telecom.m.ffi1icatioI:s links. aucn-as"Snrvey-or;
.Mariner ~rs 19;1. and Apollo • -
2.2 4 M~thod of Solution
=> ~ -- ""'-'The ~y'STZD l)ro~am.·-i1; Ci-"two--pha-se pTfieeSSOT eOiislsting-of a
langl..age proces sor (trans-2-tor) and a libiary. When coupled with the
UNrJAG EXEC IT s_ystern, SYSTID. becomes aneasiry csetI system s~mula.tiou
-prog -am entirely user-oriented. ::
- -Th~ SYSTID processorCaccepts inpcl: deckswritte-nin_thaSYS'J:'ID
_la.ngt age- r:.epresentat;l.vec oLsystero.s or m.odefi-tc;'be-"Used- in systems. -
S'YS1ID then gener::'!:t.es a. symboEc: FORTRAN -~ prog:::-Cl.m. (for s)ls-tcmslor
_subr )utine (for .?lodels) whi-ch I.S ~~en compile3 by -the=FOR IRAN V compiler•
.tf th(.~-mpnt3ctS'Cribes a model;atc:m.porary entry is -ma.de in::heJibrary
dictionary fer subsequent use. Ill_ either c03,se, the syIni::Dlic croutines are
writt3:l into the Prograrn.:Core.plex File, (PCF'1Jo.r subt;cquent u<3e and aer-
fa.cin; 'vith F;XEC ll.: - -- .
Z-4
A SYSTEM i-s a complete p~OgIll.:mwhich is to be executed to seimulate
a spedfic telec.:.>i:nmunica.tions link; i.·e.. is ~ :model prefixed with systetn
pararneter dp..dnitinils. i:J.putjoutptltspecificatiuI!,s. ~d%t-processing
-declara.1:ioro. - -'" ~'- - =-.' ,·---=-CC.-'-
::.-
>' ~ -' -: :;.' , -
~'A MODI:;:; is- a snbr.outine which simulates theproperti-eE ")1 a deY-!s~
in ,~~elecorn:ri).uUication5link. A MODEL is ~haracteri:zea~'Y'dcliningi~
~~-0pqlOg)l~and c~:?onents. '>. ' '._=,
~J The following ';'ill oes_eribe both the language pr'oces;oT·2!'~*e
__sarn.ple- data, techniques as applied to telecommuui~ons'analysis and_ c-




The SYS'IlD: Language P.rocessQ,r translates topological ctea'criptidns
into a procedural :method of solution bastecL!!!,on afixed..al&orithm.. This
algorit~fs best depi,cted b~~~d.:~fh~logicaLstr~-tureofJnp.ut.,'
cec~m?osition. "cr:. , .
, ,,": .:. ........... - -:,.:.., -
The~input data for a moae1 o:::-'syste:m.is oeco:mposed into a set of -
linke~ tasles whi-ch. def"me- the topoldgical characte.ristfc of the input. Gncc
the ti1h'e'S"are c~fu;tiuc~ed. t~e~ are syst~ica.ilYs,caDllec1.~.st;;o.~i::'b ~t t~e
l~t node namef:able entry "lNPUT. " until all expressions are sobred up to-
;.['Ud inc1uCIingthe,right node table entry "QUTPUT. " The signal progress
c convention is fro~e£t node to right n()de; le£tbei~g'the input. _Taps. d«:pend-
ing on c-oD.teot. can be eith~~input.s i>r outputs. The output of the dev-ice is
passedi;o ~he n~'-Cfevicetb.r~ughtheir ceInm.on node_
_ The linked tables ~£ figure 2-1 are built !lndsearched l,ythe'routine
depicted in figure Z-2. i¥henever a tap is referep.ced by an expression.
the "tap table ~' pr-ovid~s tbe n_ecessary imor:mation. for the -refer.ence;- All
- addr~ssing is relE'l;tive toth-emp~ n.ode oithe !D-cdel or ~yste~ -oat~v~;
, Th..at is. all-:nodels geneJ"at;ced ~y the SYSTIDc1;cl.nguage pr:o~~~~~.:{)e-c()me
j~ re:'entrant.~and 'each reference is indep~Eg~~~~i'ry5iller:oreference~tothe
~J sanl.e modeL' With rrtvdels'3:~~~o~r:-£odels§eyeral times. 1"his
factar is of. p-ri~...:~ip':lrt~ct'-_ ,The reIa1;ive address1n.,gis p~rf~l-:med by a
J1~~~o-i1l'crex"'Wbich is set to the ~eA'1: 2:'';'Ciilable location by ~c1i model r/?u-
-:-~-:'::-tine_as it-is entered se as .to p-rovilia for its o'V¥ storage :::-eq.:lire:ments. '
Z• .2. 4. 2 Sampled Dcii:a Modeling
-.
];h~ tecnnique utilized fn-the Sysr:m iib~ary forsimUlating-fontinuQ.ds ~
systeIns is:the bi-lir:.ear z-transfor:maticin. The major ad-~ntage over the
standa.::-dz,=fransfor;;u is that aliasint::en:ors aJ:'e ~li~:'natec1. rnalsing-possil:He
the reailzaticfii of cOInnlonly encountered functions whoi'e J:'ekp.onse does not:
approach zero for hig~ freci.uceTiC"..e~.o!..?_g. high pass. bandstop)a:r.d allow,ing
the reduct-i~n o£:requi::-cd s~mpling frel)<:tency_ Kote that' alias.ingco:£ the s1g-_-













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- ,- -_~- -:"""- ~ lI:J>;r~
-o'=,-z=r;'--=--·=-r~-~"~"'T~ o~"
---~= ~--, ~-~-=-=t~~~~T""-~:-- -.- h:-~~~ -:__ = '
- .- -- .
SYSTID _L~'kecL-Tahfd.Se;u.ch':;Routines~:..'::.::-~





WhenJepreseiltl~g an RF link.. thefability to model in the baseband·
re:gion is significant, when considering con!Lputer runtimes. _ Usee of the
. s.ampled-aa:tatec]lniquecoupledwith atransl~tionprocess for all RF com-
.panE;nts pT..ovides a:'l"eductit~nin compute tLm,e grossly giveI;l'by,the ratio ..of
,-~ba:seba~d-{:requel'lCYtoRE fr~uenc;y. Theco~plication.'orcourse~is that
thet:rat1s1:LtlQn~:e.$ultt>..in'.comple.~'repfesent~tions9£ .all signals aridc~m- "
,-'ponents; t1ie: key' system component beillg continuous functions or filters. . ,
'.Appendix A-,pr~sentsj;he mathematical development' of such a processF< ,.When
, given <tIl RF"'~stemPthe SYSTID library will translate and maintaint~c, _
:, inte:g:tiitY .cianY continuous tr<:tDSfe~function~ ,y...n~:ctra:nslating--f.roriia<::ar-.
rier,fr.e'IUeney {wcL~obaseba,:~il.:a bandpass!~ction will have.J>andpass.e--· _,
'J;',~g:i()n.s:,aboUtthe'fre~~~y o;i.gin·and-Zwc • The -response at~~cshoul~'J1.otJ).eofciinporta!1.~:t?"s"lncethe'bas~barid~slgnalsho\4id bea~hlt-ic:·(:i.e~.;,the.
irna.-ginary.p~~usb~qual,tlle:a.ilbert.tr<70sfor~of the.;~eCl.l'Parfk.:Th1i . ,..
~n.l~nsJ;1;~cspectr:Umof.the l:>a.se~cr'sig'na~sh0w.dJ:>e:,izero af =:=~r "
._.,'~ .. ,~ ~'~~~~._.::f -:.-;_-:":-~)_--:'~.,-_"_;; .... ;, ":.-':.,.>:= _,-".,'._ :'.':"':'" \~';;.:. _.,;.':" ">-"':()',,',- .:,_,<:::~-;'.-' ,"'" -> __ ,'.
~~.~.~:'" *~-s-n-o"fe--.ttha.t a1iasing,of~ebas-e?an~signal w~llocc~if' theoSignal'
" "~a,s_ f.re~ti~~c~)Xnponc:nt~ ~:ea.teI" ~than ~D.e:;'~~the_ ~p'~e (Ny~ist>' £~.;. .
-d'que:l<;'f•. ...:....~]IW'}....~Jthe slgr>.al1S not .an<!ly;i;~~, ~ rlp'pl~_l.n:'f;heoutput ~plitri:~e.
. aild pli<i,s~at'~Wf"{wl= Z/T:tanweTfZ}will-~ccl1r. ' '. ", :'., '. ,-
:',; ,.~' /. ~ ~;",: -''-'::~ - :.~ ~--~~ ..'--'. ~~-:::::~ -~;-:~; . ' .. ~.~. . /
',' ..,' -., ,,' •Th~ ~e~niq~es~~i~cus's~dhere and i:Q"the appendic;;es'~'Ve be_~n' , .- ,'" ,
'.utiliuCl:in.t1ie- p.aS~lWithgreat succ:ess.re.sulting' jn-theBAI SAMDAT;Ubr:a.i-Y.
'. ~ up()!1 ,w1iii~l:,S?7cs,:f~'deperi#:' . . .• '-.'. " '. ..' .. .,:: ." . . ~> .
. ~" ~::..:
- ~ SECTION 3. 0
PROGRAM USAGE
3. I INPUT DESCRIPTION
--ne SYSTID P1"!)ce§~or ac~epts-inputdeckswritten in the SYSTID
input language whi,.ch represent either systen?S. or model~1.0 becuseo in
systems.' and ~~~~~i:e~ a symbolic FORTR.;.'\.N V program (system) or;Sl:b-
rot!f:in,~ (model) whidi is then ccm.piled bY..;t'he FORTRAN V compiler. If the
itlput-deck is a :model. it may. depending up'On the tIserls, wishes, be 'entered
into the userls library of SYS,!'ID models. If the :model generated is com-
'piled. both the sytnholtc and relocatal?le aTe entered into the n~erProg:rarn
~~E1~~~Ei~'fPCF}.otherwf-se only the symholic is enter~__ __, '
-~~ . -
A:&YSTID syStem. is a complete program. which!s to be~e~ed~~
eOn the. cOlIlpnter in order to obta in specific information ab.'ut th.,.e telecOin-
o~"i'n'Unici.HoIUilinkbeillg si.Jr...,Ja.t~d. A oystem. to .a. Ir..ode1.~~~".!"1A.cd:.~_-a:ys{-etn.=..:-~
param.eter_definitions. input data speclfi9tions. ,oufpm-spe"Cifica.fionsa;. and -
"possibly pOf.'t. sirn.u1ationanalysisc,cre'yl~:::;4jp.n~(ta.ble 3--1}. I1;-is a stand alone
program. i:. e.. it cannot be incQrporated as s't1Ch. into a!;.Othu -system: or ~




System.-parameters: ::sta.rt-~e'. rutitime./"sa~pl~ti:m.e> :
specificatioas. el;c.-' - -~ _--=- c;;
- II" :...
.Input: daja spe<:ification statement: pal,m~ers~ ~~~din~
executio~time. = ~
Output specifications (data to be print ~d or pl()tte~);
Posf-proc~sing(optional}. __ ,--
• State!I'lents defin-ing a m~a~l (TopobgfC31 Descrlpti:gn).
• "= ~"._., . __ _.' ~::';'-~4~::.,--- ....
- , cA "lnouel is iIt::ended to be a sub~ w!licll, sUn~e~~~'prope~,_
'of ,':2. pbysicaldeVicE;.ir. a felecom.m.uiicationS -iink. 'A mac1elCi$ d'~med l1Y"--~
specifying'i~ i;o?ology and. it.s"com.ponents~:::·Otctopology:i.s-defi~e'(J-:i~-t~






, - "'~~: ~~;~'~;ai~~:-~2~nd oram'oo'el




-- ':"_=-':"';;-;;'""':::-'·~;;:;·.-c~ ....",....A,\;~.~,.'.•. -.;~,~ .'•..: ,~. . nam.~list· '.-:--~-;: "- ,'i ,i."" 'f.:, .
, ~- '~~'- - ~ ~T~~ ~ .,:,>",:", .:~-. ~_;?-" .'L~/ ._:,,~.~~ ..~~,,;: :-,.: ':" ',' ..' :.~ ~j;'
PRINT::'~ node-,.{)r~tap:'names . :-~·.'''-~,=_Llmhca.t~ ~.. ll'stfonows .SpeCifYl0g I" ,
,. ;"~s;~,{.c ....5!-_~~~~·~ .. =,j"~:' .., ..,~~t1;otb;e~p~ioter.< -. , .
(P¥T-.. n~d.~'.)'~;iip~ames . ~:"<1Ddicaiei a li'sef()no~s:sp~9fyfog'
/. . '.o~'tputt,O: be plott~d ont11e/, :.; ...•..
.\ .. \:. .. -~ ~" :,(.j':~._. . ~:.,//. :>~:.,. .,':"".. .'>.~.•.,..,.~ ...,...,.... ",,' .CALCOMP:~~"'.':.~:~~~i'-'·:··:····I··
/PPLPT - ,~clde'r-r~'~~es ::~~~~t;,~·1i~{i~~~~~:peeifji"·g__.
~ ~;;i ..;df'O-;.>;~·~.'- . .""-:~~,~./~~ut tob~·plo1:ted~>nthe ~~int-e.r~-'l'·
.~,~/~ri~'~me, ••~~~i.;;gi>;,;~~i~ri:;rili~~~~~~~~~:,
.(> .~,.:-./.'o- '.' When~~~n~.c~usesc8~iZ'~x".lPl''':;:~>'j~~c'~;.~·~.,~~~:·' :! cO!l'lpaj:iblE(~.Jjut. .". . -';'=:-. 7.-:::.=• .'
-r"'":,":' ~ ,-,~~, _ . ~ ~ -;._ ~;~~ ~;' ~.,' '~~"~' ~~:.: :;'_-:.;"::~' :~,.
I
A model componel!t is defined as the followir:.g:
.• A S~ST1D libZ'ary model
• A~ use"r written Inodel
.. A FORTRAN V arithmetic expT~sion involving any intrinsic
- o~nTID- system.;parameters (tabfe-3".:'Zl~nstants..FORTRAN
<-< -UbraoCry functions. SYSTID 9-yiary fun¢o~stoanrlm.odel output
n.odes (taps). - - -
3~ l~ I Input Data ForIns and Types
The SYSTID irlentifiers Inustprecede ~ny top_ologiea1 description;
otherwise. any card order is perm.issibl~. Allmp\tt1:.o SYSTID is COIU.-
pletely free field. Except whe:t'e otherwise noted. blanks are totilly 19no.red
in all fields of SYSTID input data deck5. Figure 3-1 dePJ-~necarddat...
fi~s . - -





_ ~ ~ -.c..- lfigure 3-1. -'-
~ Th:S';STID field separ:~~~~:~;-~~~aipia.lirAiter~-_~tli~tWoL -.
exceptions-. Lhe UNIVAC control character in column 1;' 2.udthe 029-iium-erlc- L
sE~·1: T (~-B-Zl. -
It is the .responsibility of the user:to be consistent50 -usipg real and ~
integer n'umbet:s iI:. any expression; Generally in this -xniJi'ual. allv.ariables
are floating point-unless the -variable name begins wifuUhru N (i;e. s~S:::::
ard FORTRAN conventions a.re_obS'e:rved).-~-= ::r-- -__-_ - - ; _._~-_
.. - --~ '-. ~"'~ j ~ - ,:, ~ .. - -,~~,,~~~:~::=:.:::;;~,---~ , .-
3. 1. Z Data Specific;a.t.iD-~sand ,Ddinitio';s __::::::~::.:.--:::;::::;;---..
;-'.- " , ~ .... ' ~-~~... - , ,'~
: Th~ arc;. two-:~~4~unrr~t:kJ:.~Y'd~~~oIi"ebeing.-an~identi£i~r.c_
the_ot:he~ a_teuilc~cripl;or. An exa.mple"Ior each identifier and
·topologi~~~iPto=i~ given beloW'*_ _ - - -.. - - .,. ~ " - _
- -3~ 1. 2. 1 SYSTlD -ietentifi~lfDab.---- - - ~ ~ - -. -- ~ ~~9>
-~ - " ~- - - -- • -'- -~..:=--
o T~ble"3-1·-1i~t5 th~ valicvSYSTIP id~ntuiers~>-<ne$£~dIor.maJ::
for a;::y SYSTID_i1~jfie~il:'_:- ,.~ - _-:_ -- -
;;,.,... ~ ~,:':_-=
id.ent;E.cr ~ data~lis~or cC>.mm.erit =- =.. -
.. - , -:-, ~ ,~ .: ,~~ ,~ ~,oJ. ~~- ~,
- -" 4>tr~~y n.91:-ar~~annme!"'~ch~.E.a:de:_
.- =.:~~~:.:5'~"\-~': ~"~,t-":l ~=--
(a) SYSTEM Gccmm.e"lt
e. g. SYSTLM =TEST SYSIID
(b)-'MODEL =r_'1odel nam.e, paraml , para~, •
e. g. MODEL =FM MODULATOR. DF. Fe
where: Inodel naIIle is :$ 36 character ~
parami =ar~ents t~ tlie m.odei
(c) END 4» comment
e. g. DI.'D:; 'rHATS"=AE.liF01.KS
(d) DATA cI» var p vuz' ... va-r:n
e.-g. DATA ='!"STOP, DT, SETTLE, J'O~
=
~




.':varZ'- • -•• vaxn _c=-- -- :.~. - ,. -c . ~_. c .
e. g. D~UL. TSTOP,.= TOO~s-DT= t.OE-8.. SAM==,:ffO':




___~~._?jtiN!T=-='~:PUT~=OUTPUT. TAP 96. NODE 6~
~---~...- ~ .,_.-~~ . ~ ~
---
,"WheI'e: -name -is -anY.o-validnode:nam@--or-tap-in-we-syste-.-n
::- .' D. ~,"-.- ::: ...... ...J-~~~--' ::
(h{ posr~ name. arg
1
, arg;.=~~·: ::o;,,:-'--~"=-==-
.-:= -..e-. g: =.pQST-:; SPECTM":-FI,; -ipc. ~S, -
.. "where: n~e is the name of the p,osl -pioot&ssfug a'T'g:· are it';













The tune a.s kept by the SiInulation
.Clock (unrelat.;d tc actual computer
ru.IJ. time) "
The simulati';'Ir sti:&rt time (i. e.











V( ) or VV{ .~
,,?,CIN
yOUT
A1:iso1Ute address of the last.-data..
c _,,~~C::elhlSeitl.5~.pe'w.GOd (V{Z£H
. I . .'"
'''' -...,. ~~, ::. ~. ..;/ r" - - --
,Dynatnic:: -storage uray




Addi~ss ;,~ f".a~e cur~ent :real tnpUi:"- ~
. Add:r,es.s of the curren~utpnt
3.14159
3.-5
3. 10 2. Z Topology Descriptor;:
'. . . ; .. '. 1
> 3. 1. 2. 2. 1 Model 1)escriptionFormat.Ref~r·:ringto thestanda:Fd,:
card format given~iG; Sec"i:ion 3. 1. 1 depicting -:=he Left Node·Eie!d (LN:F:').
Expr!,!ssion Field. fEF). Ri'ght Node Field.(RNF}. and· Tar> F~eld,(TF)•. a .
model or system:~s e.§Lsily defined. '. . . - -::.. - . -eX'
~.>//. ,: ... # -: •• ~ __ ,:: .... ,~ .>:i- :-;:." -~_:: __.~?:-~_ .. ,L, -".'."" .~"/,;:.'
. '.. ' Using figure 3-2 for cxa:r:nple shows th~, basic for.r.p.at:fo-r-ajnode1!':
description. A system is si:mply a modE"FprefiX~d w}.ththe necessary..- /. ;. '-
.;SYSTlD identifiers. . ,. ::: . .', ":;:
EF
MODEL "tP N~..i\1vrE.;~·: '.~ . ~ ~"'- '-'-i~:;:.:J:-
.' : . . .. , ,- . - ::."'~-""~
NODE I ~EXPEESSION:: 4>:' ~ODE: 2 q>'·T:-,P.:P 1
. INPUT: cjlhEVICE 2 . 4>.. ,NOD~M " ~C.__':
·'NcipE~-{~§DEVICi~, ~., "OuTP;UT
~oo.:;1t~ID-' <;;., ,. - ._'
.... _ . . .~::~3~~~_:'i· 2 1,1 ,,?
:-The~e 'must' be a', least ,Doe refer~frce'lTonoGeINJ?UT:and'<'n,::>de OJJT'EUT~ :
SYS'1'ID asiliD:les that-,tlie'system o-r mocJel"·sign82L1;)egins J.~-D:o&INPn%.~d,. _ :
. progresses to node OUTPUT. Theu,se C>-!;ta·~.s'pr,<?'futes:,t~:'U.is;er~\Vitht'h~,:,,:X:"
'/,fiexii.bility n-ece~sary fOl·m~tip'le:~n,ptit:~iFoutpufti. ~~lfa.:i-e,.~o,!~e.Ql:€l9*• .<
- ... />.-.' . ~ ,'_ .. " ~".:'., .. , ,\\'" ',~-: _ ~~. '~!~:f;,: '~~:'-, ,'.-.. _,.~.~~::';.. '. ':~_:,':t$:~2:~'~ .::~_·;·,..~~z,_,_::"-·-~-:.~.'~~.·:.:~,:~~ ~::-
,._ The strucfuxe c2;rdS';' ~htch de(H1eth,~topc'logy,,a.r?o(h~drriporients'J:Ii:iay.,:
, be inaoy order. Stateme!i,ts,,#·11?:co~ir:ll~~.9mn:~oreth~~,oneca1fp\<:c
•.'(maximum of 4 contin:uatj;Q~~?'{;y~pan~ng:a:~ into cal"d':<;oll~~l:of t~e::.'--:". '
- continued cards (2nd. 31: c~:/ ~tc=. k ;i< . :; " ~.)~. .' .~">:: "~'~--::2
...• "..NOdena~es' ~;'Y~~ny.'~~J:in:ti~ ~f ,hp~~;;'$~.&1Plr~~~e;\6::i~~.~f~=':;C'
character isticfl.the first o( whlch i'.aay. be! riifu'le'~c "J£.i~·,~ n~ersl:nay.p'<i .• .
us,ed'as nodenames.~.~r<::pnam,c.~4areJ~3nlJ.tneri~;clia'r*a~rs-'precee'd,ed':c'
~y-t.1u~ characters. T4P;. SeCluchti,alnul'!lb~ringof,hps,is·i:~c::om~e~ea.:';If,
,the.tap nu.T11hers d.renot:-=sequential,!~~SYS1'ID'p¥.oce~z's()r~1!-r~l?,e:r~""~'>L·
the:m internally. TQisigr.ll.ica~eoCthe,,!enumberingc'?4ll be discusse~';j'"
later'. Thetapo field 'is :not:i~uirte:d, n'or '~~ theep--cf~po~~g!=li~_Y;.NP,.c~a.~a:~i;,f~"
unless it· is co~ente.~•.•ModeL:rec1<tsma;Y\~e/stac;Kea-:~rie·a:r:t~a;n~~h'er-~~~,
'theY.Flt,tst 'preceed a system.'~' ·The. e.nd,~car~n:~a;y,.be,."orn.i,ttedif.~anotherm?d#:,
&10 a; system follows. i:rronediately. ". 'l'hemQdelj:le:cl,;..:el"minateS-: whenthi:~c#'"ds
END; ,MODE.L:~rf$YSTEM4i:e··~ti<;ourit.ei.eE~:.,th~)ef,t'Ii()~etIclij~ "~~,:~~-:%l;, .
~~.~~;-~~.~- ,; ~:-~.,': _' _-~,;---.~'. ~.:~--~~ .'.~·~r 7"7-~· ',.~ ... "* >~- ~(': ~ .. :~: ..~j-:?'~::;~' ;~".~: :>.~ ...~_ ',.' .~. :~: ~'<~~~:'~ '.> ~r:;.~-;-:~·}·~~:,,~ j:~¥ttT~
-.~~. ~~;_-~~,;r4ie.,:~~vl~e·:!iel~l may ,not .~efeTcnc~./~.'·~?de~:·,~~~n~:M~'~~Qt:~b~en~-.:~r;.~_~~l!:~ _'
cessec(and-.sived.,.. Ifmodcl A and,mod~r.;B;:ar~:proces~se-d ·~h th~ 1~~~F~n~~~~;{
:'~~hv~~~t~cceiding,9eckB;;t~~ ,d':I~c;e ~;JdS "9tB'-m;~:=JI~~~'1'A~~~:i:}'{{:i;
'-,,', ,;,:~.:.~~\ ../.',':.~:;:~'?~,:,~:" ..: ., .-, - ,- '"- - ;~>~'~-:_-~:;~:-~..-~-:,~., .",.~~-., .,;",t~:~~:~_~ .~.__. ",' _,_ ;,;:-.W>':::f~-~(:.:~;~-i::~~~~<;t::~. ~~~~~~<~:;~t;..~··,~'.~
'IN.,~t~:_-~P~·~~~~i;:tJ1~~~~,r~~~~J;;j~~X~~~~~~~~~
_ 3. L 2, Z. Z ExoTession Field. The expression field (EF) may be one
of several expressions as given in section 2.2. '
"', The e>.-pression content is very flexible. in th~tFOR.TRANexpressiozis,
or simple model r:eferences are acceptable. ,Table 3-:3 lists the~SYSTIDlibrary
models and t~eir reference. It is the responsibility' of the~ser to ensure that
- aU the arguments t-o the models are correct. The only che~ld:ng by SYS-TID is
that the total number' ol-ar,guments is correct. . -. '
Section 3. 1. 2.2.6 c:ontains th~ proc.eduresnecessary to update the per-
manent SYSTID library. '", •.
3. LZ. Z.3Error~Ghecking. The SYSTID proce~sor wIllcc.hed: for
syntactical errors such as nii-ssing cj>'·s and mangled f!xpressions in the device
field and £01' logicaf'errors 1nthe topology. The topologv is~ons-ideredc' .
c:e-rrect- if'.' '. . . . ,. .
(1) No node connects directly to itself
(2)
(3)
Ther,e exists at least one path from INPUT node to the OUTPUT
node .
Ev;!X~dangling branch xer qlinates at a tap'
-- ..- .~~~
, . 'MODEL ¢ EX~MPLE
IN?UT <P $*$ ~ OUTPUT
. . - "--: ._---.::.. - '
INPUT cb SIN ($) <p NODE 1
END ~. this m.odel sequaIe the signal-
is incorrect:since node! isAang.~ing and does not have a tap spec:ific:ation~
Messa.ges explaining the nature of anyerr~;-f~~d"'Ey~ttfe=BY'b"i:TD
processor will immediately pr~cede the card imag<:ic:ont"l.ining the error on
the output ;isting. The procezsor may issue warning and g.iveadv~cewhere
it re~ls th~y are need~d and, occasionally;', make smart remarks. < .-
3.,1~2.i.4 Model Taps', As stated earlier a tap~s~n_a.E-~gi.a:'l"_yi,np~t
or outpu,~. When a tap'}ppears only in the tap field it is an output which may
be refer:enced by other models •. A tap is probablymosf: actually described as' .
an inter model node. When :used in the tap field a, tap has two properties which,
distinguil"h it from the node immediately pf.·eceedingit ir..thestate.lTIent:
. ',"' .:,.- ,-"- ,- ... : .
• A tap may be referenced outsi~re. of the model as well as i~side'
fa A tap refer s t(lth~ou.tput of the device to which it is ,at'tact'led.
not to the signal"tt thc~preccdtngnodE' . - ,
3-7'
An ~xamplewill c1 a:rify this ditferenc.,"o
MO~.:sL <:b ;\fodel w£th taps,
INPDT <:b SINrS) /2·4> node 1
lKPUT 6 COS ($-DELAY (T /2» <P NODE 1 cb TAPl
-NOD:C 1 0 hard l~ite~ eb OUTPUT
END
'Ihe arnplit:lde of the signal at ll.od~ 1. is. srn- ($)/2.'+CiJS ($-J)~1~~TI2))out the
output signal at the tap is ,:os($-Delay (Tf2»). This pa:rtlcu1.ar-':O'Q!QPerty of
taps ...,ill be very useful when specif:{ing Ol;:.tput llata fftz.-n :system rUns--a~
win in general specify model topology. .
A tap may be -used in the device field. It has the va1.ue of tb~' 0-l1tput
signal of oevtce +6 which it is atlached. A tap whici:l appears only-in the _
device field and uot in the tap field in a paZticut,ar model is a tap input. If;'
when the m~de1 is us ed in another modeJ,- +J..cre Is .a.n input-' to this tap the
refe:rence to the tap "is replaced by the ~alue 01 the~taj:) input siin~l.' Any
input taps which are not used wilt have.a -,-"Clue of zero. COZlsitl~ the .follow-
ing t!l-0d'e1: . -. - '... '
-
MODEL eb MULTIPLIER
INPUT <P $""TAPI ~ OUTPUT
END
If no connection i.s=made to TAPl when the mult~U~r is used theoutpUi:
signa!..,.--iii a~vlays be zero;- . ~
A tap may a?pear both in the tap (ie":.a and in the :le'yi~e field. wtfich -
makes it an output signal used internally as-welLas externz.lly: -Logically",
the value of th::: tap in ~he dev.lce field is just the output si.gnal to.the device
to whic!l the tap .is attached.
MODEL q, this model doubles the sigtlJl.l
INPUT eb $ d> NO!JE 1 cbUPill
NODEleb$+TAPOlcbOL7PUT
END
In ~he abovc eAarnple the output signa1. of the m.odel~is twice-the -input signal
and the OU~P1;;.t signal at TAPOI is just the input signaL
A to.p is referenced externa:;.Iy only £r0In the de~~e fi":eld ~r
anoi:.he:.:- roodC;1. A tap is specified by ·stating the nam.e of the model ana
the ta.p number: -:=1:e Tap nt'mber is positive f9r a~ inputtap.-;md .





is the Li'l'F c: the model rclex:ence. : For exatnple. (;onsidcr ilie use~tfle.-'"
multiple m.odel given above; .. -:::-:-...---
MODEL cb tap use exam.ple
L~PUT ~ COSc($) cP NODE l.
INPUT ~ SIN ($) ch NODE :2
NODE 1 ~ -MULTIPLIER <IJ OUTPUT
NODE2~MULT~UER~~oNODEl
ltND - ~--:--'?
Wilen the moClels are processed, -a :che~kcis made to en5'\lr~~"mPUT taps ~
have been connEcted. If not. a warning tnessage will b~ issued. ;C5ut~"ta1>s
are not necessarily connected.~· ---
The reason-fo::" ~ing the model input l!~ename-ln the 'R~EGrany bp
~onnectionis tv relieve any ambiguities cr"!2ted when the same model is ,
referenced several ti.m.es. For example; a l~g~ system. c.ould easily contain
several multipHers. The RNF of.the tap connections identify the par>ticttlar
multiplier- being referenced. _ _ ~.- '='::.:""'-
- ~
- :: Taps should be:sequentiany ol'de~e;d from-cl-=i';~e~e$Jtap'l'li~ber.·
'):he proe et: sor ,....i n !lot ~eo~~e::c t~c m::;:nbc=y bOlt. will shift tlle~ fnfo- Pi"b--per_-.
position. 'The processor output, however, will output the tap order table in
aU cases. NQtethat TAPl. TA]?Ol and TAPCOl are identic~l and aU tap
u-t'l-.."l!2ers must" be_ unique. - - - -
"---"' ..---
-<--3. i.2;;Z-.-5A:u.~m~"lts to Models. Ii. is-_of~~esir1ible to'd.'l:struct." ~
general~~lswhlch requi;'-e-a_smallnumber or-parameters: when-actually_
~sed. A good e.~am?le of this type.,o..f_~del is FILTER in the SYSTID library.
When usinb" FILTER. the p:roper-~~ametexgdefinihg-1:he orc!er a.nd type of c
fundion. ':he bandwidth, e..tc ;':;""01 the fi~er must~E:_supplied"" In general a
reference of a- mo!_~.l.. ::--e~tt-ing~ p~ameterso wilT be o£cfue £oz>:m: 0
~_/ - . - .-.-. _::
NODE 1 4-. MODEL Z (A,B. C, -D. -E.) cfl NODE 2
. The parame~~~hichWill be required-£6r actua.luse of the ti'lbdel
must be supplied <;In the nicidelcard .when ,constructing a 1ll0del,. :as follows:
P<!.rameters defined ~n the MODEL <:ax'a tnay be usecd-in any expression;
in the device fleB. When "lsedthe modet;rar.ameters must be suppU:~dUn
proper order). The supphed:values ffia;r be-constant (1-, 3;14159... ,-. -.J.
parameters w"lkh are re...d in at run time, or interna.~ly~d~fincdtaps. .: _ c_-;;
-:=.
The ~il.:u!tir~-ierexam.ple can a'is 0 be constructed in the following f",rtn:
:: -=-~ ---
: MODEL G M'QLTIPLIER eb A




INPUT c!> SIN ($) .cj> NIc!> TAPl
INPU7 +cbs ($-DELAY (Tf2)) ~ N2-
NZ If> MULTIPLIER (TAP 1) cP OUTPUT
~END"
The technique descr'ibed'above cculd also be used to scale the Sigll3.L
by any value. _ c:
MODEL ell MULTIUSE




3. I. Z_ 2.-6 SYSTID Library Pro~;a-~-es. The SYSTID library
dictionary is t:'le element nam.ed LlBARY. whi~m.ustbe pres'ent for the
fir,st phase execution. Thcc elem.ent provides: -.
• Cross referencing of m.oae! nam.e references and entry points
• ., Flags the ::entry point as a funcion OT subroutine
• _ Provides the nUTn.b~r of requiredargwnents for error checks
Provides the numher of tips and whether each is axr-i.:lput or
an output.. . '
--
~ J?rovide~ an indkat6r (for future use) as 'to the phase the Ynodel
is lised-:(Presently this P..ag is -ignored).
SYSTID. when encounter:'ng a :model re£erence~..ne.e."I:pre:ssionfield.
will sc~n the dictionary table to determine the 'prop.er entry point. arguII1eDts.
~te_ -If not found, ·c5YSTID assum.es the reference is a FORTRAN function~
.\ pal"!:allisting of the LIB.P-..RY elem~d:.i5 .given in table 3--4~ the











































-~-""o. . _ •
~ GaUssian~ise:--Generato:r





=bezired noiS'e spectral densi~ _
'-'-:: ..
:C..:::Apositive. non-zeT.~ integer £or"initial-














so FM MODULATOR (DF. FC)
where: ~DF = Carrier frequency deviation pe~ unit input -
-="'TC";-Carrier freque~cy




























FMFB (NIF. NTYPE. AR.~:"{, BIF, ("".,A~ .!~. FG, DV. DFt
where:
::- IF filter o:rde~
NTYFE =Type of fiaer
,
= l. for Butterwoith
-
= Z for Cheoys1iey
=3 for £essci
= 4. for Buf:t;;:Worth-Thom:son
-:-- -':.-~ ..-
----::-~for Elliptic .-












=M-facf:or for BT, stopband ratio (>01 or






".'FM, rliscnrlnator co~~ant -
( -
f
where:_ . _{} __0: ~_
...;:'~:-.:.~ - BT := Bit ihne
-~A"~';":-- _ ~'., -c:- -'~




BUTTERWORTH-THOMSON (NF, IG. FX. BW. Fe. AMP, EM)_
- ~.=.~~---- --- ~ .-: :;
-=-EMu."PTIC (N~L1q.J'X._B~ Fe, AMP. AR, EM)
- ~=----~- - .
BESSEL~~.: IG~:·~. H"W. Fe. A¥P)
wb'7:re: . -
NP - =. Filter order
IF . ~=Filter fu~ction> -
. "" tcfcn::Bn:fi~rwo:rth
- ~
= Z £oi Chebyshev
:: 3 for Bp.~sei
::: 4-xcir- Butf;erworlh- Thomson
::: 5 for Elliptic-











::: AIIlplitu6e rlpple~ (dB) _ . ~
c ,- ., - . • '-_
=M-faetor for Butterworth-Thomson;- stopband '-"..
-.rati:6(>-O) fo,- rriMlular angle (>O) for ellipti.c -. -'
"~....ru:-nctions . ~.~ __ - d-~~::'~.......-..-:"~ ~ :
FX "'- ......_. e ..."...-?~ . ~ " ~--=:::::,_=.-- Ar1..rrruet'Lc eJ1t.J:~::--C:cquencyc'/- _ ~
BwI'~ :: Ban:lWidth"''''';-c-~. -
-~¥~.~;.=='--T.:g.!1;l'ation freqlfe~~¥:,_: -
c _ '~-. -: _ -.....;..~ -











~--~Jti1i.zirig1;p.e-s~~ic"Rr' ~.,;arl>=1~;e~ fHtcr will 't"edncc th~
rUIl time 011 the order co! _one-half that of the ac:t'\lal filterr ~
Utilizing the eqUiV""..d~n/-roW'-pa:Ssfiiter wTll reduce:::.run ~im.e
~n the order of one-fourth that of the actual filter:_
-: ../- ~/ ..
MODEL REFER ENGES
- --QFA~TOR (A1>iF. AI. AZ. A3. A4. AS. A6~
where: 1->-
G(s) -- AMP *- Als
2 + AZs .I. A3
~ A4s Z + A5s +A6
1
Leadlag Functions





( s \( s .. )-.,_~ , + 11 --::--? 1 -G(s)=.AMP'f\u,,~~ "Z..F .
( s ~ (S-' ~)"Z'lTF3 +~} Z.rF4 + ...











Output level. = 1
. Soft Limitel's
SOFT LIMITER {A. SLOPEj
or '.
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SYSTID, when proces':;~['lg new temporary models assigns er:ry
points beginning with MODEL A 'andprogressing tbru MODEL Z as eache
~odel iSE:ncountered in any given run. A temporaryentr.y is then·m.ade in.
tne dic.fiol1.al'y an,:,! will be displayed on phase orre ·output•. To incorporate
any model into the SYSTID permanent library. a permanent entry ''lame must
be assigned and the library card i~lserted:Jntothe LIBARY elem.ent. :-.Tote
that an entry point may be given several m.odel names~ . "~..
"
3. Z . P:'~OGRAM RUN PREPARATIONS
".
. Whe!:l executingtheiirst phase ofSYSTI~.,.theprocedure PROCS/SYSTID
and the element LIBARY are required along Wltb.-theabsolute element for the.
first phase (SYSTID). The LIBARY elcm.ent is the·nl.0dellibrary dictionary.
The second phase requ.ires.. .only the librCl;EYJile~6cl..~l'li.nga.ilthe
SYSTID libra.ry relocataole dem.ents and the elemects output to the PCF by
the first phase (MAIN"l&l)!SYSTID). ' .'
. 3.2.1 Deck Setup
The techDiqueU:sea~bySYSTID is to output'the processed m~del'S=£o the.
PCF as elements named MODELA!SYSTID. MODELB/SYSTID, etc•• in the ~
saInC orde!' as proct::sse~. When a system is processed. its elem.ent :name is
WLAII'I'1f,lb/SYSTID. Therefore. the user at,lv...sC mu,st provide the FORTRAN·
co~tr(jl card for each of- the ele'ments •. The m~ls generated in the following
example are ''temporary'' models f~rthis run only. That is. any system
description can reference :rr.odel F.xAM~LE 1 dtJ£~~..:this run only. Models'
are pennanent when the relocatabie:. is !,l:va'ilable and an entry is made in. the: _0
LIBARYelertl.cnt used by the first pass. '
Figure 3-3 is the run deck set-up for the lvf:SP U!1ivac 1108 system.




MO UE,L= E XA HP LE TWO
Ei\lD
t40 IJE!.~ EXA I"P LE TH;~ =E
MODELA/SYSTID
is genera.t~d in PC]' ,
M9DELB/SYSTID
!vl0DELG/SYSl'm
II XQ T CUR
':'--- ~OAD THE per WI TH SYSII U ABSOLUTE ,P"ROCS/SYSTI 0" AND LlBARY)
\' XQT 5YSI1D
'.~..





«I FOR,* MAIN lSYSlID
" iXQT CUR
-:. Di:LETe:AeBSOLUTE AND ,PROCEDURE ELHIENTS (if desirable)
• LC AQ. 5 YS 1"1 D LIBR.ARY':, .
• SAVE 'ANY'ElE;-t~NT5 l(,(JESIRcl)
•
II XQ T r~A I N IS YS Tl D











- "I' fOC<,* ""ODELC/SYST 1D
'- It I r OR •* fA AUJ 'I SY S1 1D _
-~ X{n MA iN ISvsn 0
3.2.2 Required I/O:Devices
J
-I ~ecut~ the -second pass
'Ihe SYST!D program. contains two phases. The first phase :;:-equires







Phase two requir:es the following I/O devices
Logica1 Unit Device





3 -3. 1 Data Output
SYSTID output consi~s of the: first phase processing anci:~e siIn:ula-
tion or second phase output. The first phase provides output i5i.l:ra~:~t:l the
FORTRAN V c.ornpiler. Fi!;,'Ure 3-4 's an (~ample of the fb-st phese-~ut












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.2: . Optional Output
. The second phase output is coznpleteIYop-tJ9.naLundex-.use;zc contro1;--:-,-:
-TA.e,t:,-"~.~!,':"'lS .o£:;ou~u:;:a;re-t5rlri.te'rand:-graphicalpresentations. whose size
1s selectable as 8-1/2 by:11 in. orl1 ~'y14. in. (see Seetron 3.1). Thecur-,
'. rent versio}l''Provides printer plot~APTPLT). with t~e, eDtry.?~int TM~,LT· .
rese:~e~ for calcomp or Sp1:0Z0graphical ':rouiljles~ Ex~mplcs ,of the output
;;Lreconta~n~din Section5~5.' - ..· '
SECTlbhI?~. (le',
·EXECUTlbk-CH.ARiA~TE.RISTICS
..-'" . -.',' - ~:;"- .-.' "- .
4. 1 fR.:&1"'TRICTIONS::..
-~ - - ,. '.' - ,'.'- -'"' -:. ,. , . ", ~ ~::-. -' . • • ~'~I. "::::. - _,~.;;./ , ""'. -
- ,C,' ,The first pb.a.~ce o~rS~~TID.. is a stand.,cdone pI:o-gr~~lireqriiring
approxi:z:n2,~ly.41,500dr'ciF ~ordf()fcore. All,y~~les"aff~Ctiilgt~s'
Size are earaJ'X).eters contaJ.~ed'lnthecproee.dure~~ea "PARAM"•. The ';
capa:bilitiesare th~ c0nt.rol1~2.~~~is'~eletne~f--;:{;;.~:~..'.' !,' ,'. ' .,
'fu·tot~:~~;;,;~~~~~~ot~."~et::.::;;'~~;
c,,~. ';'/-Th~;~coIldpllak6 ~e~-*es~plii.lg.~i~~i}Qs a:~ia.~eter. ',',
•This ;~aplirigtime~Ust'~-carefullyshosensuchthat accuraey i.:s maintaineii-,c
.~hile ~-nimizing:r~tiIne??Theroieof thuInb"ls't.-o~San:lp~ea.ppro~iJJ)a£elY;'.·y·;i
. Z{}times the,bigliest· fr:equeilcy of interest. alt~ough.fuseveral sj.mulations,:'
relaxation ,af- thiiirule.has -been beneficia!'. -, "




.' , ~;cut!"ontime'~f th~first.phased·eF'em:fson the mod<:;lor sy~~m
cOl!lple:~lty, bntis insignificant wlien-<iolripareil to phase two. OJ:le:tot)1ll'~
pages,of output' can be expe:eted_ior each mo~.1el. .,. __ ~ _0'-
'. .Execution. ti,n:l~,of pEa:;e two is d~pendent :\ipcn the _userf s syste~.,' '.
. a:'c~.lai.~,-5~.J,ecti?a.of stop tim~ ana sam.pling rate.-, S~~tion 5.~~~:rq~9·es.:,symri
e$mples.- Q-.-ltput, agal'n;~"1s-"tiiJ:ectly.cVa-'±~lt:'dc-bY'the ~~er:' ,:,,: '
4..1
4.3 ACCuRACY I y'ALIDITY'
. Accura~y of the sirn~~tionproc'css depends on both the selection of
satnpling· .rate cand· the, abtl~ty trimMel vari9us fUDctions.The techniques
ernployed have been verified on sever21 pr6gra:lIls~uchas SURVEYOR a lld-;
Mariner::Mars 13;71;~D.dhave compared favc)nble:w;~htheoretical results. ,
SECTION' 5~ 0
---.~....-----
- Th~ d~ta. tof9l.1.ow~ furthe'r define the characteristic p~e:r"4~s
of the~:YSTJP progr:a~~ ternu: of: ,e ::,: ... ": /'::-''''~- -':" •
. '.' .""~,,~-~: .-' ".' . I-
e 5. 1 ~ogram. and Subroutine Flowcha:rt~g .





1 ' " ,,'. " .. -- ': . ' '
These el(;l1'l~11tecunsist6: .hunclrc~s !)f'sh~el;s- of computer listing,s.heet;;.
far too bulky to inclu<:1"<:: dired:lyin this ~ d"ocllmentati.o~ Th~:;':~have'b~en .
provided to rvISCsepai·afiiy.:;,. '-- ", , '.
,-=,;, . .-:..:,-.
5.1 DE'I A.ILED FLOW CHART 1
~~ ..-:-c::.
Figure 5-1 presents. th~ functional'(Jiagr~~o{the processes involved
when utilizing SYSTID. The b~ic functions _are des~cd below:
.-'.'-"~ ~. ~~ '"--
• Data Decompcsitbn~t:ae in~~ata is scanned fo;' top01ogiCa1-~,,-
system. data-aAd the i:l.put is stQ~~d oU-1>cratch drum. :-~
--=-:-_~ -::..




• _~¢~.Il.~.:r~or -~!_>ased·upon the linked tables and the-library.
~P the sim.u1ation program. is written in th~ PCF. The listed output.
with diagnostics is also printed. -
• EXEC II pro~essing- is necessary. tocvtnpile Phas.e~ ~Utput and
to load the SYSTID Library.
• ExecUtion of MAINISYST~ - actua~ simulation of the system
utih"?ing scratch druxn for sa7ing~ut!".m. ..
~. _Plotting - Printer plots of s-electable output.
• Post Proces.s1.ng~linkage to post processing sa-.red data.
5 .. 2 SYSTE¥ DEFINITIONS
~ - _The k~y sym.bol definitions for the first phase of SYSTID are contained
in the procedure "PARAM".
• In addition the symbols given in tables 3-1. 3-2. and 3-3. as well as
Append~ B comprise the definitions necessary tor the us('r interlace.
_-__Int_ernal symbol definitions are annotated in the pr-ogram."listing,
whic!: serve as-fue-maJor-suoprogram -doCUInenfatiQfi.,
























































E"tf;ure 5-1. SYSTID runcticnal Flo,,; __
5-3
5.3 SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION
The material to follo\v will list in dphabeEcal order. all of the
zubroutines utiliz~d by SYSTID. A brief synopsis of each subrout:nc's func-
tion is a.lso given. A complete cross reference is contained ill the flowchart
dncurnentation provided separately to MSC.
~2_1 ASGTAP
This routIne '~eeps track of the tap subscripts used in the model
library.
5.3.2 ASSIGN
This ::."outine assign.. t~::.·~ V-array subscripts to nodes. Ii the node
we:.s previously assigned a subscript, ASSIGh merely returns the value. If
the nc,de is in both right-hano and left-hand node tables, the subscript incre-
ment L, stored in both tables (in HZ of the first subword ullilir a node nam.e).
5.3.3 COMPIL
This routin~ controls generation of the body of the model in tern:1S o£
its topology and app! IJpriate gcueraf;ior. of des·cribing code of the proper
sequence.
5.3.4 CREAT E
This routine creates the model and nlain el~men-j;~ in the program
cornplex fiIe (FCF). ::I"ld <:Jso the prcalnblc code f"r models and systems.
(The SYSTID processor pl"csently can create one FORTRAN file at a. time
••• future up-dates may in:;lm'::e multiple file capa.bility).
5.3.5 DRUM
This routine generat(ils the dimension statelnent required for the
Drum I/O buffer.
5.3.6 DRmvlBF
This rC·.ltil~" £;.::ncrates the FO:.{TR..:\N I/O s'"atcmcnts rcqllircd to
save data or d7:1..4tYl file:; [ryr subS~~.p":(;11f: plo~ti.n~ or :~ost processin2'.
"" ··5_",
5.3.7 EDIT
This routine edits t,.lle input expressic!i and replaces the $ characteristics
with the appropriate V array subscripted variable. It also edits the delimiter
set into a FORTRAN-:accepta~le set•.
5.3.8 EINES
This routine ro..aintains a linked subtable under eaeh entry in the
left node table. by rneans of linear linking.
5.3,9 EQUNIT
This routine establishes c9rrespond~ncebetween a FORTRAN unit
and an opened element in the peE'.
5.3.10 ERECTS
This routine generates the various FoizTRAN statements necessa.ry
to reference a model or function•.
5. 3. 11 ERRMSG
This routine returns the error Ir.Lessage and its lengt'h in words,
given ~n error m.unber. .
5.5.12 EDIT 1
This routine scans the expression to find modei, f"lnetion. avd
vadable nan"les. When a name is found the va.rious tables are cxa.min~d t.u
det;~rmine the ty~e of expression.
5.3.13 GREBE
This routine maintains a no~-linked table of the expre~s~ons found
between nod~ nan"lCS on th:;; inp~ Cleek.
5. ~. JA GW1N
This routine pro::<:sscs the SYSTID i.nput language. It cC'nstructs




This routine generates "include inait} list" to include the, canned
progra'JIlS for use iIi the main program. .
5.3.16 LIB 003
This routine reads in the library element and makes its entries
into the library. search program. .
5.3. 17 LIB 004
This routbais the library. consisting of Ci linked table of model names
a.ndassociated descriptors. It is initially loa.ded with entries in the lllibraryll
elem.ent. .
·'5. 3. 18 LISTIO
TI;.is routine gen.erate:' the read ~nd'write NAMELlST statements .
.,-~
5. 3. 19 LISTIT
This routine lists tbe iuput deck and diagnostic edited into proper
p~sition befo~ethe error line.
5.3.20 LIT
This routine converts an integer to its BCD form.
5.3.21 SYSTIL
This rOu!:ine is the rn.airl progranl.
5. 3. 22 LUC!-IT




. . - . ,-'
This routine reads in the lnput deck ~nd copies it on storage drum..
5.3. 24: .. NAMLST .
This routine generates a namelist statementt;:.read in the variables
in the data statement. . .
5.3.25 NTAB $
Used only for SAIllOS system..
5. 3. 26 PCF IISD








This routine generates the preann:.le or subroutine .entry point fQr the
"Model" program.s. .
5.3.29 PUTOUT
This routine generates the printer output- state.i""..lcnts buffered to the
am.ount required ;for a readable out;Pl~t format.
5.3.30 QUEUE
This rou~:ine rrwi.ntair..s a list of "A<;tivc" l":odes. i. e. nudes which
·have· ".ppeaT.''3d in the right node field, but which have nClf beefi-. proc.essed yet .
..5~ 7 .. '
5.3.31 RECTUS
~isroutinenlaintains the tree of the right node Dam.es~
.5.3.32 SETUP
Thfs routine i.s called initially and aft:er the coi:npietio~ of p~ocessing
on each model or sy.stern. it' initi?-lizes all the necessary poin.ters and
zeroes the appropriat~ta1?!es. and loads the work area with the next. bai:ch
of cards fronl the input buffer. / ' .
5.3.33 --SPORU
This routine ma.in~..:1.ins the linked TAP tab1e~.
5. 3.34 TAPONE
This routine assigns' ea;ch tap a,number. b,e:6inning wiftr-iand
incTeasing sequentially. "
5.3.35 TAP.T'\yO .~
"- .- - -
.. ' - - This routine <dlsignso'.l1:pU£ ti"p;r:"array :subscript locations and
.generates the necessary FQR'I'it:6;';=iat4:=~-;cs. .,: .
'I - _.' . - .~
5.3.36 TAp 3
'. • '. t --."-
This routine gener~::t~s!;hcV-arz:ay subscrlpted v;;;:riable literals
for taps in expression.. ' ,
5.3.'37 THOR
This routine tests for legitiID"ate FORTRAN nam.e. and if n()t.
returns an error message.
5.3.38 TITLE
This':routtn;;loads the SYSTEM con1.ment into a .. array: for use by
the output routines.
.;~ 5. 3.39 USR.ELT
:' This. row;ine is an SAL 11 08 system. routine used lor the creation of




-This routine g~nerates the literal V(z +nn) 'where z is the input bias.
T-hisroutine maintains a ~inked subtahlc belD....;, each mode entry i!:l
the:ri:ght node table (RECTUS). with Unear linking.
5.3.42 PARAM
. .
This procedure dd'iucs the parameters used in SYSTID for fixing
prog=a:m size.
5.3.43 PROC05
. ~ This procedure: defines sbveral procedures utilized throughout the
SYSTID proces~or for listing processing and linked table :manipulation~
5.3.44 QUAR.'TP.
Th{s·pr.G~edcre defines the quarter;..,word fUDcfion::s used in SYSTID•
. ' - "", ,~.;
: '-':"~
5.3.45 SUB 1
This procedure defines so:me functions necessa.ry in the'linking
routines;
5. 4 PR OGRAM LISTING
The sp-cer bulk of the SYSTID programlistilig ( 800 pages of output~
dictates its excltlsft>n froJIl the m.anual proper. A copy of the listing is .
available fromNASA!MSC _or qystems Associates. . - .
- 5.5 SAMPLE INPUT.' OUTPUT
Two example se:ts are prcs~nted ill this secf;ion,namely:
(1) SYSTID time domain simulation of a 5th order Butterworth low-
pa~s fiIte::-, cy'cltca by iJ. step change in input level. The listed
and line- p:dlltcc1 plots show' the filter I sstcp response. The
Tilter pe.l"Ci.m.etcrs an~: 5th order, lowpass, FX = 0, 128 Hz
-3 dE band\vidth,. Fe ::: 0, GAIN = 1.
(2) 8'7ST1D simulation of an Apollo PCMI!?M/P~./:.. link, whose
characteristics arc giv-Cll in figure 5-Z.
n i
~1 ~".
~ lL iER RESPONSE
SYSTID PROCESSOr{ LEVeL I
BvERSIO:-.l OF JANUARY l~ 1971
.~lHrs DECK WAS Pr:OCE~SED ON
~
_ --. ------_ - -_.' _--_._ .
. .
FOR THE U~IVAC 1108,
15 JAN 71. hl 17: 48 :21,
,ENTRY POI NT
B' . BUTTERilORTH '- BUTWHI
I ()- - --.------- -- C~_,_ --.
oonOOl . SYSTEI-t • FILTER RESPONSE .' ._. __ .. '.
OliO 002 PAGE. ~lAKE IT ,'8112 ,. "'-'---~"<-:-,-, '."',
IS000003 PPL-OT," OUTPUT",
5io 00 004 DEf AU!. ,TS TART =0. , TS10P::;. 015 ,DT:. 0,00 05;NPR iNTI.': 2
OOQ005 PR1NT.1l~iE, Nl,OUTPUT . .
jj;!OOQGG6 INPiJL1.0 .N1
Y000007 Nl < 8uTTER~10RTH5~~·.1~O.,128.~~~~1.' )' OUTPUT
'000008 ',END .
~~' ADDADDr .IL _,.,.: .... __ ...._,_. ._.__ ~"c.
"
. ' f . ..
". ~.
,:' c''''-·'Fi:gU.l:~~y..":".:::~:~:-Stcp:-R f)spon s c"'nf'a"Butte-n'lorth.,:L~.wpa.Sf'; . :Filte.:<::. -:-:-:= .""'.;'"'-
" ~'" uSlngSYSTW (21. 74 secsC:?U ti~-:.e). " --:"., ,..~>:
~l -rO-R;o MAf!oJ ISYST ID ,:-1A1 ~i ISyST 10 - - --.. ---------.--~-------- - .-.. -----~-.----".----~-- ~--- --~.-~---
UNIVAC 110B FORTHAN.V LEVEl 2206 0018 F~018S
..!~IS COMPILATION :.lAS DONE .O;~ :1.5 JA~ 71 AI'17~~8:22 .
'~j MA.l N PROGRAr~
































s - . 0011
~..::-'-'--"--'"













I' ASS I Gi\:;'iENT TY-PE'~'" RELATI VE' .!STORA BE FOR VAHIABLES (BLOCK, LOCAT10N, I~AME)-~ \
(10'01 o e005 7 lL 0001 0002.44 1'00 L 000'0 000467 lOOor
-r 0001 00(:')22 147~~ 0001 000135 15L 00·01 oOU92 6 154GOQOl 000262 2L 0001 000212 20L 0091 1j iJOH,·Q 235G ,
0001 000225 ?OL 0000 R OO'Oirl? DRUM 0003 iF~OOOO'02 D1
- OOCS R 000'002 f oO'on i Ua-UUUl F-tRS'\ -0-0-05 ,~! -0000G0" ~~l f{STr--- --'
GO 00 I 000435 lJi (j 00 0 I 000441 J 0000 I 000122 KOUNT
( \ oeoo I 000124 N?t-UNT 0005 I oOJ) Otll NUM8r 0003 P- 000£105 PI:' 0010 R 000000 TiH 0003 R 00.000.3 TIME 0006 i O,vOOOD TITLE
000t; R 000001 V 0003 I 000006 -VC IN 0003 k'OOllOOO VIN
0003 I DOOO04 lZ
.~
-. . - ..
-.
. -", ~-..:.--..:.
C0101;LG 11~CLU:Jt: I'lAIN1,LisT _
OGlt3 h 'PAKA;-;ETc:1 VS{ Zi:=lUDiJO'-
0t'18'i 1':; PARI<::~ET::i< rSI ZE=~O!.l .' _ (il
ODlD? 1;; IiHcG:ER F[~S!F,VODT,Vll'{.i_Z,,27-~VG!N,F:!RST,TITLE(6l
;':;)106 1* lJr':·n::·;~IO;'~ PRINH5110";-~ . . .. li THE PR;',n 2 ...';-
D:j 10 7 11> COr; :·iu;'.! If.; O;E::-ll I V-1:·~., Vau h DT !1-l:1l:~· ZZ I P 1, VC 1 i~
1110 1 t> CO~!/IO;~ !vSPkCE/!JUi-ii-l'(,V( 'liStiE) ·@_SIZE.:r·s FIX:::
\,,10111 1" '.' COrn'lON IFU{ / Fl:-(STF .. ~~Uch2F,U~~fSIZE) @-':$TZc 'IS FIX:::'
;·t~{i-}":·c-~,·:I:~'~·~~'-::c;<:,:-·:~~{~;~B~7+tt{~~~_P.~4L~.i~~~~;;;,,:::~':-i:"~;;;~2::2~~;:::~~~~~:·7::~·~;:.'·.~:-i?~+~:~·:;.':~
_...~~_.__... _.". - " .::. --.,,-.~. -. .-' ." - ..'





(;O~tm;'.j fiJI'ri'T!)T ~!.-------''"''-' _.-_.-._-_.. '- t
._f~~A PI/3.14159 27/ ~_n ~~T:'.: ,K.O~N::~~~~E_:~.L~~O'.a I ~ t~PRII~~1\/ I~._·.,.
· DH:ENSI OI'J DRUt1e 10 0, 2') •
OAT A TI TLE/'F' IL TER RESPOr.:SE , I
DATA TSIA~~/O.I,TSTOP/.015/,DT/I00005/,NPRfNT/21
INCLUDE~Al~2;Ll§T -" l'
Ife (lSTOP-1ST ARntlJT, GT iO) GO TO 11 @ ARE THEY RHSO'~RITE(6 ,19:;9) TSTART.TSTOP,DT .. @ NO. TELL THeM J
1999 FOf<l'iAT(lX.f~* ER!(QfF}"~- THE VALUES TSTART=' ,::12.0.• ' TSIO::-:' ,i
• " DT='.E12.ck. 1 ARE UNREASONABLE.') - @ .. - a
STOP:ij" " I
11 V()6 l=l.VSIZE ------.... -
b V(])=O.O' @ JUST TO MAKE 5'1'
DO 7 l=l!FSIZE' .. __....__ ._ ._ ...__ . __ . @ IN ~ASE CORt: ;,~~
uo 7 J=1.5 l'
l' FtJ,1 )=0:0 @ NOT BE'EN ZE?'CE:i.
· DUMMY:O,O @ fOR FIRST 'TIP.:; 1
~~~.~~:~ ~u~ .'-.-"--------..--.-..---. --'.·-----~I
'" . TJME=:TSTART-Dl . ._. ~----@ TO GET STARTED i
SETTLE=TIME+SETTLE _ . ,: . @ SETTLING TIME ~
@-. i .·f. '•• ,', • ••••• t ~_t t •••-, • ., ••••• t • b '•• , ~: '•••••••••• " :, l' • J~
: ~ ~~~ .: ll~r~'~~ :~~~. ~~~~ ;~:~ ~l:: ~ ~~. ~~:. ~ ~~~~, :~~~.::~: .'n ., ••• i.if
4 TIME: Tl Mt:+OT , ..... • . . ' . , - _ ~
_, ...... ZZ=2 ..:. __. ,~.:.:_. . __ ._~__ ~._. : __ ~ __:~.. . .. ,_.,.~
FIRSIF~l' . '@ INn:ALIZE F ;';\'
VIN=l :{il Fell l":Y SAKE: . r
VGUr=2 '. . - @ FOR HIKE '5 SAj\~1'"
. -- """ ~~z~~ -2·------+,-----:------··---------,--:----.$ FOR SAFETY IS~j
; 1 COI'-<TI i-.lU!:·,'-. . - r.






· CAL L - BUT WT H( 5, 1 ~ 0,' r 128 , ~ O. ,1 :) -
iNCLuDE MAIN5,LlST -
If(TIM~.LT,SETTLE) GO to 4 .
-(F Cf-jO DC FIRS T, NP RI NT ) • Ni:: ,0) GO TC. 20
END . "-.-
PRl NT ED OUTPUT
JF(FIRST.NE~O) GO to 15





lS K0:; i'~T =KU uiH.;.l
I-'HI N~ (KOUNT 1 j.·)=TI ME
PRIN1(KU0~T,2)=VtZ+~).
PHI i\·l (l{Uu:·rr-;~~ }=v( Z~~4)
1 Ft I~r:,l.ll'il: LT .~PAGc) CO TO 2U
~~_Ci~0~=~.~!~~~~~ 1ST : . " :," .-. _ >- oj ~:~::-=~~_ . . -t~
,,;£) ." ...... , • ~ ~ , .• '. ~ , ••• I •• t • -•• " •• t • c. " • t • t.: ...~... t .. , ... " .f .. , • " • , ...... ·f ~.':,"
. .'-- ~ - ! ~ ..-:~
.._---- _.... -_... - .•. ~'-~ "--'--"._--"'-:-' .-.-..---- .~
, I
"
,~ fOR NICE LOOKI
o ~DIAGNOSTIC~ MESSAGEtS)




1001 F Of<. i'lA T( if)
END
KOU~n =1-
'20' COrli 11 i'iU'E ,. - ... _--
IFUfOD(f"IRST+1.1l){}};NE.O) GO TO 50
·CALL·DRUMITi2,DHUM,1~} ,
5~ JNDE~=M66(flRST,lCO)+1
DHU~H INDEX,l) =T IHE
DkUN( PWt:X, 2) ='VC Z+4)
INCLUDE MAIN4,LlSl .
fIRST=FIRST+i @ LOOp COUNTER
GO.IO 4 .. ~:: ~' __ .' . ,.:. _' .. ,.. ,' .' @. LOOP
@.t it •• '0•••• e.t • Co oJ ' '" •• ' -•••• :'.t .1 ' .
100 'CONTI ;~UE '_. ..' ," @ FI Nl SHEO








EN.D~OF' U;HVAC 1108 FQKTRAN V ~OM?U.~TION.
~
..




~~ C02:;4 26*Ill!)2~5 270ft
00257 28i>
I ,OO26/J 29*0(12& 1 304l- .'00262 ~1*
00263 32tl-I Ga264 32*





I 00271 34*00272 35~iJ Q27 3 3 "."
00274 3 71t
I 00275 36*
..._------ .- --- '.-----.--- --'-...-:--_._.' .._._.--
. . ,
.---- ---:--_...~_ .._.~ .._.. - ._--.-.---;-._- ---'---~~ ..-.~--"-' - . -_.- ...-~


















-.-.__.••__... " ..•. __. . ."•.•..• _ .•..• __ • __••_ 0.-.
,00u~OO ,100000-03; ',200000-03
.iO;Jt/OO+l)l .103000+01 -;. ,100000+01



































, .~120 00 0- 02' -----',i 30 00 0- 02'" ---,-,-:~ i 400,00-;' 02' ,150000- 02 -
.1 Ou Oli D+il1 - '.100000+01',1 OC 0:60+ 01 .'10000 D+Ott





-.16000t1':'6i-··-·- -.~'17f)OOO~02 .... --. '~iaOOfrO-02.
.1OOO;i 0'+Ul~.l 00 00 0+ 01 ,1 OJ 00 0010 01
.151aS1-il1 .. __ t194997:;.-G1 ,2~6125-U1
.190000-0-2
.1oaOG 0+ 01
















~2 DO 00 0- ()2
,1 Oi)(}O 0+ 01











-. 3 ~J D; ~ ..... ..:... U •.1
~~2iooo 0-02 .


































































































, 11 G91 :.:H· d ~l
,410000-02
,1onOO\J+Ol
• 4 3~ 958-!-00
















































































• 112 :s 0 3'~ U1
TI ~:t:
Nl
nl l "":"'f:, rl"\I",..v 'I oJ;
,7f; 00(;-02 .17GfJQO-02
1'10 00G+~J1 .iOUOOO+Ol
~ :i:l 5·~)'.'+·;if ··_··-··~ii-2·if6~-u'i
,7f.COOu-n ./l)U000-02
,1. gQ 0D .o.:,:_u L .. ~_~_ ... lJlO.0U U.+ 01 e ;-.·
,1121M;:'+ 01 '-' . • ~ 12 Of? 9+ 01-
.. ... --._. -. - -- ..... '.'._.. - ... -.._......
TIME .8000DO-02 ~810001j~02 .820000-02 ,830000-02
N1 .llJUOiJO+Ol .10UOOO+01 ,100008+01 ,lOOOO·ij+Ol
OUTPUT .112&55+01. .11247;)+0;[ .112220+()1 ,111901""01
'.
TIME .S4tJOOO-n ,8~OOOO-02 ,860000-02 ,870000-02
I'll .100000+l/1 ,100000... 01 .100000+01 .10UOOO+01
OUTPUT .111521+01 .11:1.087+01 ,110604+01 ,i10C7a+01
. .. .-............_... -~.,_ .._.
1) ME • 879999-02 .889999-02 .899999- 02 ,909999-02
;·a ~1000(}O+Ol .100000+01 .10000U+01 ,100000+01
au TP UT .10951'1+01 !1 08 918+01 .106297+01 ,107634+ 01
.. -' ..... - .... .-~ ......~_.- ... -~..,-" .----: .__._. _.-- - . ._----_. -_ ..__._ ..- -....._._--
TIME ,9.19999-02 .929999--02 ,939999-02 ,949999-02
Nl ~iUOOOO+l)l .10000(hOl .lDOOOO+01 ,100000+01
OUTPUT .106995+il1 .10~326+01 -~ 1 05 65 0+ 01 .104974+:l1
. - .' .
.. . .. -.-- ._-~ .. . ,- ._.'-~..._._' ~._.. -_ ... ......
TI ME .959 999- o~ ~, 9 69 99 9~ 02 .979999- 02 .989999-02
Nl ~100000+01 ,j"ti()(iOO+Dl .. 100000+0::- ,100000+01
DUTPUT .1 t1'! 30 l)+ 1).1 f! i D3 ~.~,3-!- 01 • :1 02 "17 a-:, 01 f 102337.:- 01
'-- .._._- ...
-
-- ------•.... -... ._. _._'. --- ._.. __. ,.- .... - ---- .._.. _.. ~._ .._-_.. ----. _._--
iH'iE .999999- 02 .iOlonO-01 ,102000" 01 .103000-01
Nl :100000+Ll1 ,100000.. 0:1. .100000+01 .100000+01
OUTPUT ,101714+[j1 .• 101112+01 .100534+01 ,999520+00
-
I
T J11E .10400G-Ol .105000-.01 .106000-01 ,1070UO-01
Nl ,100i.l00+(Ji ,100000+01 ,100000+01 .1DOOOOTCl
OuTPUT .9945B4+UO ,9B9650+00 ~9B!)034+QO ,9b1J750+00
TIME .1oeUCO-Oi ,10QOnU-Ol ,1:\.0000-01 ,15..1.000-\)1
Nl ,1COODiJ+lJl ,10(1000+01 .100000+01 ,::.DOOOti+Ol
Ou.TPUT .97iSB07+DO .9l32:1..5-.:-00 ,969977+00 .967U96+(:0,
TI t'lE .112::JO~l-:;1 .1 i;S 000- 01 .U4();1iJ-Ol .11500U-Ol
N~ • 1 (i i! D~ t) + fJ 1 .10 Co.OD+Pl .1lJOtinC·d'1 ,HoonD" Gl





.~ ..1.1. 0 li.;~.~} :].+:11 .
.9 ,;·7 ~0::5+ tHJ
.117nuO-01 ,116000-U1
.:L9::J.::)lj+Gl .' '1 on(;Q;I+O~.9~7::.7{j·HJO .~. :·--;9?6·65Y+OO -
5 n!liai
,j 1900Q-Q1.
• -1-8 0 G:::. L~.+ G~!..
.9:>b5n~~~no
TI tiE ,120000-n ,121000-01 .1?2fJOU-01 ~1230(la-o
N1 ,1'::UOOQ+Ui ,10UOO(/";"01 ,lOU 000+01 ,100000+0
OUTPUT : 9 5~ 60 6+ llll ,9:>6983+00 •9~7619+ 110 ~95849e,+O
Tl ME .124000- ul .125000-0l .126000-01 ,127000-01




TIME ,123000-01 ~'129000- 01 ,130000-01 ,1.31000-01
Nl .10ilOOQ+Ol ,100000+01 ,100000+01 ,10000C~01
OUTPUT ,96':>866+00
-
,967806+00 ,969858+00 ,972 002+00
T1 ~lE ~i3200U";'!Ji .--_.._.. ~ i3~ DO o~ 01 ,134000-0:1- ,13~OO0- 01
N1 ,10000U·IoU:!. ,100000+01 ,l110000+Ui .100000+01
OUTPUT ,974221+00 ,9.76~~7+00 .9~~a12+00 ! 981150+00
. - .- .
T1 t'lE
... - .. -_ .
.1.56000-01···· "'--·,137000-01 '-~13BOOO-Ol
.139000-01
N1 .1COOOO+Ol .100000+01 ,100000+01 ,100000+01
OUTPUT .98:5494+(1,j '? ~~83 0+.00 ...• ?~~14~+OU .990419'1"00
T1 r~E .14UOQU-lll .141000-01 .. ~142000-:01 ,143 00 ij- u1
Nl .1tJvOQO.,.Ul .lU OOllO+fJ;1. ,10000J+01 ,10DOOO:;'O:l.
OUTPUT .9926t;~~I)LJ •9'14~1l+CO .9~6904+00 !9y(j91~+OO
TH1E .1~40vO-ul . ;':~ .. !;) 0 0 0- 01 .. ~14600(J-Ol ~1470DO-ul
Nl .1UO;)iJO.,.:.i::' ,1 [Hl(E) 0+ 01 ,10000lJ+Ol , 1 00 00 U+ :]1
OUTPUT ,1t:0084+Dl .100266+01 .10043B+Ol .100598+01
-5-18·




. - - ...._-- _.. ~
2.00+no ---"--1---------1---------1~~-------1------~--1~--.-----1




1 _..,_._. . _. ._..... . __. 1
1 1
1 1
1 . _._.__ . 1
1 ~
1.60+00 -------. ..-
1 .... '" ._.......__... _..._'" .. . ... -.. __ . 1
1 1
1 1
1. ._ ..... _. __.. _._ ..__.. .. __._.__ ._.._.__ ....._.. 1
1 1
--- .... _-- ..-
1
1









































.- _._-_ ....._- -'<i- '0'" -'. -_... -- ...."-.. - ....._-- .. --
0* ***
<t,. ().*
-- .. - .-._- .......--- ....... -,-~_.-.~ ---~-'." - _. _.._.....
~D . 00 oo~
41- 0*0* o**Go































- -- .... - _.:;. -- -- ... - -- -:'.. -- -- ---- -1,,- -- -,... _. -~. -- ..... -- -- -1- .... ~----- -1.












































































































































































































































































MODELAIH'i 0 PRCC!:SSOR LEVEL 1
lUION OF J.r.!'JUARY 1,1971 FQR THE UNiVAC 1108,
'\', ~ !!!= ,":K ,....1 AS '" 1<••,-' r.~ ....._..,E.'.) 0" "2 C"~... ", < 'T 1" ...... -.'




1 1 o o




.-:.g MODEL ASS] GNED THE ~NTf<Y PO! NT NAME MDDEI-4.
HODEL.==NRZ.BR
1NP uT < SQ( 8R 12 .) > ~a
Nl < $~~S~.5 > OUTPUT
END
lAP OHlJER-·TA PO 01
TAP PS!l:iER--UPO 02
. .
Figure 5-2. Listing of SYSTl:D Simu::~tion of ApollQ PCM !PM!PM Link




















- INPUT < NfiZCi28,} >'Nl
Hi < SQPHHOOiPI,32.768E3» N2
1'12 <HF PHASE MODULA.ToR (1.'0,10.£:6) > N3
N3 ~ Rt LIMITER> N4 .
N4 ~ BUTTERWORTH C5,3,10,E6,64.E3,10.E6,1.)· }N5
N-5 (RFP-HA-SEDEliOD(1.0) '>N6
N6 <: BUiTERWORTH (5,3,32, 768E3.,3B4, ,0',,1, );. N7 'TAP1
N7 < $*$ > N6 .' ,. _ \
NB < $~TAP2 ) N9
N9 < LOOP F J.L TER (ZOO., 1.8775994,0,. ,19751719,0 ,l ) Nl0
W10 < FM MODULATOR (2,ap[~32.76SE3) > N1l i'
Nll < $*$-0.5 > N12 tTAP2
Nil ~ $~TAPl ) Nil





RFt H1 ITER' ,
BUT TE RWOR TH
RFPHASEDEMOD
LOOPf lL TER






















n nn n1 ~
UUUIJ..L."-'
n ADU ADDF IL
tl
U
EXTERNAL REF'ERENCES (BLOCK!: NAMS"

















ASS lGNMENT fOR VARi AB~ES U3l:.0CK, TYPE, REl,.A TI VI:: LOCH ION, NAt1E?
oeo 00 3 lL O~Ol 0:) vt:;)6 ... 0003 R 000002 Oi~'"COO 00 0 F1 R~TF !lOIOS J OCOOOl NUMiF OD03 R 0:1:0 OC 5 PI000001 V 0003 i 000006 VCI N OC03
••







































·C-OMMON IvSP'ACEI DUMMY,V(2;1 -- ecS!!E tIXfD-}N
COHt10N IFLR / flRSTF,NU~IF,F(S,2) (llSJZE FIXED IN










VU+4)= V(2+3) *.' ~~ ,5




rl~125~~.__. 2.2':' ., ....;.. _._ . :..'..,(;~:ENiJ .. ::-__.....-"J-..-~: -": _.~_.':~..
W
-~. FOR,~ MODELAiSYST1D.,MODELAISYSTID
UN!VAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 2206 0018 F5018S
ll~S COMPILATION WAS CONE ON 22 FEB 71 AT 11~35:33
SU8R(\UTlNE MODEL". ENTHY POINT OOl)~S6
I STORAGE USED (BLOCK, NAME! !.;ciiiGTH)
I.
'rf'OR,* MAIN /SYST!D,MAIN
VAC 1108 FORi RAN V LEVEL
~ COMPILATION WAS DONE ON
ISYSTIn
2206 0018 F~018S .
22 FEB 71 AT 11 :~5!i 35
'Ii Al N PHOG RAM
'STORAGE USEO (BLOCK, NAME, LENGTH)
0001 oCODE 000570
. 0000 *DATA 001241
0002 013 L.A NK 000000
0003 eOGE NT 000007
<'\0004 VSPACI: fJ.23421
\.,' JOOO5 fLR '[)04706
0006 NI\ME 000006
I 0007 INT 0000010010 DIf 00 GOOl



























0001 .000067 lL 0001 00046:5 100 L. 00 00 001160
0001 000030 III 0001 000341 151- 0001 OOOtJ32
00 no 0011:56 lS/99F 0(1-0 :I. OCfl5.:'.2 2L 0001 000422
0001 0OO5Q2 35:iG -,' 0001 lHlO5fJ7 3~lG 0001 000 0,4
0003 11 000002 Dl 0007 R OO'JOOO o"{2 0004 R 000000
0005 oocono . F J RS-TF 0000 J 001114 1 0000 I 0011.22
OS-GO ClJ1112 I :~ 0000 ! 001115 ..I 0000 I 000122
00'00 (10[0124 r-:PRI NT 0005 I 000(:01 NU:1 r~C" OC 03 R 0'00005
Or.)[)3 aOOOi'}:) T OOlC P- 000000 TlJT {lOO3 R r.OOOG3
0(;:00 R 0[;1111 TSTOP oOU4 f{ OOCDG1 V 1)003 I 000006
O(iOC I oOi] 00 0 7. COQ3 I DOOO oA ZZ
.. - _. - .
(\
" STORto.CE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAl'-:E:)
@ JUST TO HA'i\E S_
~ IN GASE COKE ~t
f,l TO GE:T 5 TAR1E~
Gl SE TT LI M" 1 Hit:
Ifl NO T 'eEHl ZE.~ CE:-
~ FOR FIRST T!~E
@ IF FINlShEU LE:
~ INITIALIZE F A:
liI FOR MY ~Ai<E
@~b~HIK~IS SAK~
~ FOR SA~~TY'S s:
'.
(b, .... t ••• "". t ••••••• r, .. ,; f.' •••••••••••••• , ••••• ". ~, •••••...
@ THE SIMULATION LOOP BEGINS HERE. GOOD LUCK SlR. I




PARAI-iETi::R FSI ZE:.~OO (Ii
INTEGER FIRSTF,YOUT,YIN,Z,ZZ,VCIN , FIRST,TITLE(6)
DIHEN5!ON PRIN1(8,10) @ THE PR,Ha BUFF
Cmi~:ON /COGENT! VIN,VDUT,DT,TH~E,ZZ,~ I,VCIN
COMMON IVSPACE/lJUt-l"lY,VeVSlZE)' @ SIZE IS FIXED
COMMON IFLR I FIRStF,NUMaF,F(5,FSIZE) @ SIZE IS rIX~D
COMMON INAME! TITLE
COMMON lINT! DT2




DIM EN ~ I ON DRU M( lO 0, 5 > .
NAMELIST/SYSTID/DT,TSTOP,SETTLE
DATA TITLE/'APOLLO PGH/PH/PM LINK 'I
DATA TSTART/O,IITSTOP/.031,DT/1.5E-6/,NPRINT/2001
IiEA D (5, SYS T1 DJ - .
WRITEt6,SVSTlD) ,
INCLUDE-MAIN2,LIST
iF(CTSTOP-TSTART)/OT.GT,O) GO TO 11 @ ARE TH~Y REAse
WRITEe6 ,,1999) TSTARr, TSTOP.DT @ NO, TELL- TKt:~1
1999 FORMATC1X,'*§' ERROR ~o THE VALUES TSTART=',E12.6,' TSTOP='
. I' OT=',E12,6,' ARE UNREASONABLE. I) ~STOP HI - . .























































8l1- GO 10 2
80 1 CONTINUE
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C~Ll. LEDLAG(200. ,1,8775994.0", ,1.9:751719,0,)
FHMODULATOR . . .
VIf\l=Z-t-14
VOU T: Z+ 1'5 .
CALL FMMOD (2 ."PI ,32. 768E3)
V{Z+16)=V(Z+15)~V(IOT1)
V(Z+17JiVCZ·15)~VCZ+15)~O,5.
V (I Or2) =v (Z+17)
BunE Rw OR TH
VIN=Z+16
YOUT=Z+18
CALL BUiHjH'("2, '1.-0. ,:t'ZB, ,'D, .1. j
1NC loU DE MAl N5 J L 1ST'
IF(TIKE,lT,SETTLE) GO TO 4
[rCMODCFIRST,NPRINT),NE.O) GO TO 20END . ,
PRl NTED OUTPU·T
lrcFlRSl r NE,O) GO TO 15
PRINT,l;l)='TIME'
PRI NT <1.,2)= 'Nl l
PRi NT {l,~)= 'Nl0;
PRlNT (1~';);; 'N13'





PRINT (KOUt.T ,? ):\'( Z+~)­
PRI NT ~KUUNi-,3):=V( 7. ... ;,,4)
PRiNT(KOUNT,4)=V(l~16~
PRINT(KUUNT,5)=VCZ+~!)





























PTPLT t1J, 2, IDU.T PUT' ,F IHST ,NPAGl:,
PTPlT(13,3~ 'Ni' .FIRST,NPAGE)
p rp Li (13. 4; 'lao' • f1 RS T. NP t;G E)
PTPI.T (13,5,' 'Nl;S' ~ F1 RST, NPAGE)
@ ; , • t , .. • .. • , • ... .. II , • • 'I' ': • ;' • , .. • • • • • ~, • • • • • t :- , • • • , • of • • • • • • • 1 • T • • • • • •
C;ON;~ ~~ijt:
IF(KOUNT,LE,l) GO TO 102
DO 101 J=l,NODES

























iF·c~mDCtIRST.1QO),NE,O) 'GO TO 50






















































~:'~ET-I E = ,OOOOOOOOE+OO,!d,- 1-
·..~END
TI HE ,000000 .300000-03 .599999-03 .8999,9:;-03'
Nl .500000+00 .1COOOO+Ol .1DOOO()+01 .100000+;}1
Nl0 _,.ODO 00 a ,388039-09
-,323883-j07 -,13~174-03'
N13 .000000 .552889-05 .114473-03 -.229Si7-D:5
QU TF UT • 000000 .170290-Q7 . ,501901-C7 -,84.iSil2-U:)
TI ME ,120000-02 .1~OOOO~O2 olBOOOO~C2 .209999-02
Nl .,lQOOOO+01 .100000+01 ,100000+01 ,100000+01
>. N~, 0 ,222455-02
- ,27060tl-05 - ,492722,-01 ,21216;~+O()
: N13 .. ,13~625-01 ,993476-03
- , 9 30 14 5- 02 - .13200/';01-00
OUTPUT .;. ,508462-04 :"' .383:~i6:-03 .. ,12~927·02 - ,31965(;-02
TIME ,239999-02 ,269999- 02 .299995- 02· .32999B-02
N1 ~10i.lOOO1001 .100000~·Ol .100000+U1 .1DOOGC+(J!
Nl0 '" ,3326Cl u 03 - ,698280+00 .185614... 01
- .i1706(l-Cll
N13 ,867057-02 -.561403-01 -,396341+00 .359956-01
OUTPUT - .68964'9:--02 ..; .lq0842-01 ... 224434- 01 -.35<:S:.'i9-Ul
TlI'1E ,3~9998-l)2 .389997-02 ,419996-02 ,4~999~-(j2
N1 ;100000.;.01 ,100000+01 .10QOOO+()1 ,10(iOOu+Gl
N1Q
- ,25J757+01 .5204H+Ol - ,817281-01 .. ,4;S0237 ol,n
N13
- .147199+00 - ,672339+00 ,903282-01 .. ,237 63Y+ 01)










































































- • 31;7 .;.; 2~· t;"





, tUO ,314542+ 01 ... 12555 8+01
- .238227+00 .212d4i5+01
N13 ... 566388+00 ~21a 27 5... QO ,w.406989+00 -.ti799:>6+CQ
OUTPUT -:290640+00 -.28:>45e+oo .... 279810+00. - • 2 73 IHI ~ +(j 0'
• T1 HE, .9:>9973-02 .969971-02 .101997-01 .104,997-01
Nl .ooouoo .ocoooo .000000 .ooonoc;
N10
-.11956S'+01 .40a838+00 .427C24-?UD -.9 B4 45:5- 01
N13 .18081;+00
- .315235+00 ~ .215864+00' .54603b-01
rrUTPUT -.267111+00 - .258999+00 -.248410+00 .... 234134+uO
- ..
,107996-01 .110996-01 .113996-01TIME ,116996-£ll
Nl ,000000 .oao 00 0 .000000 ,0 l;Q (;0 a




OUTPUi ... 215011+ 00 -.;l.9017NOO
-.159145+00 -,122044+00
T1 ME .1199'i~-Ol .122995- 01 .125995~01 .12899~-Ol
Nl .GOCOOO .000000 .000000 .DOOCUD
Nl u t 9 86 68 iJ+ CO -.478685+01 .639312+01 ,963 8:l. 6+ 00
N13 .376218+00 ... 240 ~3 4+00 .759499+ 00 .~ 9782 9+ 00
OUTPUT -.796096-01 ... 331894- 01 •.154142.. 01 .641674-01
TIME .131995-01 .134995-01 .137994-01 .140994~Dl
N1 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000
N1Q ... 72811.8+01 .77!>651+01 .4514613+00 -:.67189~+Ol
N13 ... 254643+00 .807030+00 .287792+00 ... 201290+ (JiJ
OUTPUT .110996+00 .154014+00 .19172Cl+OO .223C73+UO
( ,
'11-lE .143994-01 .146994-01- .149993-01 .152993- 01
N1 tODD OiJ 0 .OOODDO .DOOOGO .000000
NI0 .652872+Ql .154423+00 -.549227+fll ,546064+01
N13 ,72148 S+OO .168382+00 -.13B980+01J • 6 ~D 840+ flO


















































TIME .119991-01 .182991-01 .185991-01 ,16B991-Ql
N1 - ,100000+01 .10000001-01 ,100GOO+Ol ,1OOUO\J+iJl
N1l) ,152ge7+01 , 489287-0.1 .486606-01 ,551391+00
i\'1:S ,341921+00 .... 164417-01
-,827620-03 -.201<;01+00
OUTPUT .225291+00 ,212515.+-tlG .19:>757+ 00 ,174076+QO
TIME ,191991-01 ,194990-01 .197~90-oi ,2\1099i.l-1J1
N1 ,10000(;+01 ,100000~(a ,100000+01 .10il(lOv+01
N10 ,312217-01 -.330063<1001 .551035·"01 - ,f861?1+OO
N13 .595381-01 ~·,970037-01
-,675041+00 ,172S6e+OO
OUTPUT .140914+00 .114215+00 .164991~Ol .34849C-D1
-
TIME .203990- 01 .206989- 01 .209989~01 ,212969-01
Nl .100000+01 .100000"'01 ' .1000Q(J+(ll ,10uooe-Hil
Nl0 .. ,7l7375of·Ol ,824 332+01 -,6310:;1+00 -.614618+01
N1Zj ·,226001+00 • ,842428+00 .2480&5+00 ·,309430+00
OUTPUT ",919964-02 .. ,5385~6:,Ol -.972317-01 - .137565.... 0D.
11 HE .21598·9~Ol .218969-01· ,221986-01 ,22ti98B-Ol
Nt ,10COOC+Ol .100000+ III .100ttOO+Ol .1COOOC+Ol
Nl0 ,622567+01 -,983193+ OU .. •324 660+01 ,3588903+01 .
N13 ",148305+00 ,261738+00 -.3:S637B+OO - ,5826t\e+QG























































,2 ~19B6- OJ, ,? 54986- 01 ,2 ~7 98 o-'Dl--
.000Goe .000000 ,00000:)
.955574+00 -,143681+01 .6277~7+00







"~:.~"'; "~~l <':·1I.;.::1J 1. .:" ~': '-
OUTPL'T .... 232441+00 ••• 225029+QO;
-.216052+0.0 -.2U438D+OO
i
11 ME ,263986-01 .266985- Oil ,269985.. 01 .2729B~-Ol
Nl ;OOlJOOO .OOOODO .000000 ,000000
N10 .493863-01 .316746+00 ,205567+00 -,274617+01
N13 "',578252-03 ,!61435+QO .157B04+00 - ,lb919,l+iHI
OUTPUT - .1B8~63+00 ... 168553+00 co .142883+00
- .111 7/2+ 00
11 ME .275985- 01 .278984-01 .28198<;-01 .284984-01
N1 .00000,0 .000000 ,00000,0 .OOOOC!O
Nl0 ,439276+01 .396918+00
-.793757+01 .8819'3.$+ 01
N13 .612796+ OC .2::i8838+00
-.231202+00 .842936+00) OUTPUT -.756977- 01 ' - ..356720-01 ,.685484-Q2 ,5 01536~111
TIHE ,287'98~-Ol .290984-01 .293983-01 ,296963- 01
, N1 ,000000 .OOOQOO .OO:;ltJOO .oooC/on
NI0 ,220883+00 .. •9329i'4+01 .875390+U1 • 7592!S 4- 01
N13 .20766?+OO .... 190994+00 .826095+00 ,102257+00
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APPENDIX A
THEORETICAL BASIS FOR SYSTID
A. 1 THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION
Direct representation of system.s on the c1igital computer b)r
sample data sim.ulation is a po\vei-ful'systerns analysis t~hnique~ Such
~"i.1T!ulation requires transformatior. by the computer of continuous system
input: functions in a m.anner which characterizes system behavior. The
digital computation/process by which this transformation is accomplished
is known as' a digital filter. This is an aigorithln by 'which sample values
of a continuous input function are transformed into sam.ple values of the
continuous output function which would result from operatirozg on the
input with a given contfnuous transfer characteristic. The central
probh~m in sam.ple data simulation is obtaining the digitaLfilter
algorithm which effects this transformation in the most accurate and
e#icient Inanner. .
Digital filter·s may be classified h\to two major categories as
recursive or non-recursive. Non-recursive dfgital filt~r outputs depend
only on present andprc';rious inpnt samples; recursive:.fiiter outputs depend
on previous output values as well. The d~sign method,s for these t\vo filter
types are distinctly different as are their -properties•.' ·The non-recursive
filter has finite memory and excellent phase respons~ characteristics but-
may require a large number of terms to obtain sharp cutoff properties.
Th? recursive iilter has infinite memory but rather poor characteristics.
Recursive filters have fewer terms and lendtJiemselvcs more e!iiciel\Uy
to applications -r-eqliiririg sharp cutoTI properties. The recursive £i1te:zois
the digitat'counterpart of the linear blm.ped parameter-continuous ~lter..
For these reasons, recursive filters are of greater interest in zYl:items
analysis by sample data simulation and will be summarized 1::rie:.1y~
.• . I • _ ~ • •
If it is assumed >;hal: thclh)ear system fo;r vrhich a digital approxi-
mation is sou~~t has a .b.-allsfer characterist~cofthe form
H(s) =
-(A-I)




j=O JH*(Z) = (A-2)NHE z-jb .
j=l .3
where z-l i.s the unit delay operator. It is assumed'"that the continuous
fu.nctivn H(s) is known or can be determined by established design pro-
cedures. The digital [titer design problem is thus reduced 1:0 dcl:ermining
the coefficients aj and bj in H*(z) such that the contim~ous filter charac-
teristic H(s) is best approximated for a given number of!:~nns•
.
One digital filter design technique is based on the standard
z-transform, defined so that the impulse response of the digit..l filter
is identical to the sampled impulse X'esponse of the corresponding contin-
uous Iilter. The standard z-tr~nsform of H(f<}" h; given oy
fDl
H*(f;} = I: H(s+jm wsj
- m= _ai-
. or in terms of the filter Uz:1pulse r~!>pons·c hit)
~





s = tr + jw .:
R(s} = Laplace tranSform of h,(t)
'Z1T
=:f ' radian sampling frequency
'. '~. ;_. 0,
R':: (5) . : Laplace transform of sampled filter impulse~-espo·ns.~
z-i. -st . '. .
= e • umt dcl.ay operator
For s greater than some critical frequency w c' H{s) is assumed to have
the form
B(s)lS>lW - KI sn
, - c
wl;t~re n>C and Kts a constant•.
(A-S)
(A~6)
Equations JA-3) ~nd{A-4) are 'the digital filter transfer functions
which app:l."oximate lliat,of the continuous filter. _ .
. The disa.gre~n.Jm:J>etween'tbedigital fllte:\".characteristics pro- '.
vided by the standard-z -t:t:'cl:nSfv::..l!l.and the continuous filter char3cteristic
in the·':>aseband (-'W st2 ~.~ s w sTt'jis known:::as frequency aliasing
error and results fro,m ten"iUi c;)f the form H(s+jm~v;s)' miO. This disag:ree-
::nent is present whe.never the continuorisfilter charac·te:r:istic'i:s not
bandlimited to the baseband. Unfortunately thi~: is the case for most
lumped parameter systems. for which"H ($) is a rational function of s.
Thus. for physical;' system,s of ir~terest. the standard z-transformyields
H>:!I[s) ., R(s} in the bas~baJ'lcLandaliasing.error .is' present to some d~gree.
.: -
For highir order continuous filter transfer functions (!1 in
eql.la.tion (5) is la,ige) having a critical frequency we much less than the
·sample frequelicy w S ' aliasing error is sufficiently small that the
standard z-tr~ns£orm yields us·e£ul resUlts. In many practical situa~
;tioo"" :~iVWever. neither of these conditions are met.: In ~ese cases.
tbes.tandard{z-transform results in prohibitive aHasing errors in the
• digital filter rrequency characteristic.
Fre~cncy aliasir-g error may be avoided if digital filters are
designed by/means of an artifice known,as the bilinear i-.transform.
The ·bilinear z-trans!orm maps the enti,re complex splar.e into an
51 plane boun~ed b~the lines 51= jWs /?. and s,l =jWs";Z. The bili-near
z-transform loS defUled by ,
:..Z &1 T
.-'-';;; Tct-,:,~h~
wheresI = '~jwsI2 andT is the,C:~ampleintervC'.l. This becomes upon
substitution of the unit, d~lay operator z:-l =e,-sl T.
JA-7}
Tile digital filter transfer function, H'~(z) is determined by substitutir~g
the bilinear z-t=ansfo'rm into th~ continuous filter_ transfer function H(s).
H*(z) = H(s}d:o Zt1'~ z-l}
. Is =T -1
. 1 + z
(A-B)
One aspect of the digital filter so obtained is th<'l.t a non-linear wal-ping




. This transformation is (:kplcted in F.rgui-e ;A:'l which plots normalized
war!'ed frequency",. vs. normalized \Ul\varped frequency w. Frequency
wArping is not a signifi<:ant constraint on the versatility of the bUinar z-
transform. The 'warping may be arbitrarily reduced by making the
sample frcquencywos high compared to the cri.tical freql!e.ncy-wcof the .
continuous Hll:er. Furtbermcre. frequency warping ITtay be compCi1sated
for by prewarping the CI"'iticc..::l frequencies of th.econtinuous filter so that
transforr:ned frequencies will be shifted back to the desired ones.




Be'cause it ol>vlo.tes inaccuracies due to aHasing error, ,the bilinear
z-trausform is a mo~!: appealing digitai filter design technique. It is
applicable to low-pass band-pass, band-stop, and other continuuus fil-
ters whose J'!lag.-Iitude cha:r>,tcteristics are £ssentially constant within'
successive pass and ~tcp hands. '
A.2 APPUCATIONS OF SAMPLED DATA TECHNIQUES IN THE
SYSTID PROGRAM
A great diversity of systems are amenable to Cimalysis by
sample data simUlation. Telemetry links may be modeled with any,
combination of amplitude or angle modulation, phase-locked lopps
may be simulated either separately or as part of a inore complex
system, transient response of filters, to various input waveforms can,
be accu..-a.te-ly, determined, or recorded data maybe processed by digital
filtering. ' .
Th,c existing ?xtensive SA! library of sarnpb a-ata simulation
progrC',mslis desig;ned fyrmaximuCl flexibili:t-i.: As an exalnple.of
sample data sUTIlllati(;n,consider the fo116\~ing analysis of a radio'fre-
quency commu,"ications llrlk. .
A sarnple data simulation of a!.l RF link can be impiemented by
a sampled carrier and any of SeVel"al mOdulation .md demodulation '
schemes. In this caSe. however. the sample frequency w::; must be
high e:Kugh that frequency warping due to the bil~ncar z-trans:Corm
remair,s within acceptable limits. Since t!J.e ~ariier frequency is typi-
cally many'oroers of magnitude higher than the ba;;cband frequency.
a cC",rresponciingly higher sample rate is indicated by Figuro:: 1. t'esulting
in excessive CO,mp\lter runtime.
A technique ha'sbeen devised Whel"eby carrier frequency can
''be etiminatedlrom'Thesystem-representaticn. ,This permits greatly
reduced sample 'i-ate and correspondingly shorter computer runtime.
without degrading the. carrier frequency bandpass filter characteristics.
Consider the following system:




xCt} = A (t'ej fWc.t -I- tp~tll + :- (t)
yet) = Ao(t)ej lwct + (Do{tl]
net) = additive poise
h(t) = impuls~ response of the filter
Tl:lejn;::rt is a general modula£ed signal .... ith additive nllis-e. The
ou~ut is a complex signal represented by an amplitude and a phase. ~
'I"he actual signal inputs and Dutp,uts ;::re the real parts of fuos~
given. In '3.ccordance with Re!erence 1'.1, h:- amplitudes and phases-
to bE. determineci by the m;.:gnitudcs and phases of the _coIn:?lex sign~~~,_
all inputs must be analytic signals. i. e., t!1e imaginarr Farts must be
tbe Hilbert tranSfO:1:"M of the real parts. T~is condition. i;;satisfied on
the signal terr::!. in x(tj if the freqaellcy spectnU7l of A{t}~cD~) is
"e&santially ze'l:."O at tr.c fr~quence we; however. the noise term ::'I{t;
must also be dn ana.:;'ytlc signal.
Assume Re [net) 1, t!':te actual r..oise term, is Gaussian with a
frec;acnc)' spectrum which is symrnet::i;; about;..le (This does not~-:mpJy
that the bandpass filter has l"y.m:retric re:;p~~se about ;..Ie). The real~ ~
part of the noise term can be w:Litten a;;
~
(A-I 0;
The -1;11'0 quantitie~nlitt) -a-nd-nz fthvill be i~deFeTIfientand -6augsian, will"
h?_ve identical frequency spect=a equ...l to the original spectrum trailS-
laterl to dc, and will eac.!"'. have variance equal to that DIRe (n (t». The
imaginary part of net) n1ust be the Hilbert transforIn of this quantity ..
As long as t~c frequency spectrum of n, (,-) 0- nZ(t} is essentially zero
ai. U). net) is given by - --
c
A-6 .-
The system now is represented by the following convolution
equation.
After rcarl"anging factol"S and removing the carrier tc":'m {rom the




k(t) = h(t)e c
Equation (A-l3) implies that our system can be simulated by the
following one having the same output and input except that the carrier
freq>lcncy has been eliminated
Figure A-Z.
A-7
In order to simulate the new soy stem it will be cO:'lveni~nt to
determine K r (5) and J<i(s) where these alOC the Laplace transforms of
kr(t) and kdtl, the real and hnagina:::y parts of k(t). Also, because the
subroutine used to set up thz simulation first: removes the center fre-
quency phase from H{s). it will be convenient to define
'(A-14)
where 4' is a constant phase.
The two systems wl11 now be the same except for the constant
phase lJ.I.
It may be seen that
k. (t) = -h(t} sin (w t +4J).1 c . (A-I:»
Taking Laplace transforms and applying Euler's formulas to the sin
and cos yields:







H!s) is a rational fraction in s. If t~e real or imaginary parts of e-jl!J
H(s + jwcl are taken with respect to the coefficients ryf s, not 5 itself,




= Rele "H(s + jw )l C
or the entire function
.(A-IS)
K(s) = e - jtjJH (s + j w )
C
If B(s) represents a bandpass filter. K(s) will have bandpass
regions about the origin and about t'le frequency -Zwc ' The response
at -2 c.>c is not important since the input signals should not have spectral
compo!!e!'lts there. _A..s illdicatcd in the d:i.~cusoionof digitn.l !i1t-::r dcsignz,
aliasing error is eliminated by the bilinear z-transform. Thus,
the sample frequency can be select(-c in accordance with the bandwidth
of the filter, not its cer_ter frequency.
H A{t) ejip{t) has frequency components greater than one-half the
sample frequency, aliasing error in the signal will.occur. although the
filter will be represented correctly, Also if A(t} eJtp(t) has a nonzero
--- / I Ifrequency spectrum at w = 2 T tan W c T/2, which corresponds tl) the
center frequer.cy shifted by the bilinear z-transform, a ripple in the
output amplitude and phase at frequencies about 2wl rna)" aCC'Ul', This
is because the assumption that A(t)ejtp(t) ejwct is an analytic wii! not
b~ true. Somc ripple for instan·.;c may be detected if A(t) is a step which
has a frequency response which roll:: erf slowly at higher frequencies.
A sample da~a demoduJz..tion can now be ~:>,,;lemcntcdquite
.simply, following the ~3.ndpass i'illclo. Denote the output of \1,~ ~er:ond
system as
= u(t) + jb(t). (A- 19i
Then
and the output phase is given by
(t) = t -1 bet)fP 0 . an a1t}
(A-20)
(A-Zl)
In an FM system, (.1o{t), the instantaneous frequency, is of interest,
rather than the phase. Whenever Ao(t) does not .pass througl. zerO,
~o (t) is given by
d~o(t) a(t)'d~~t) _ b(t)e~~t)
fJ.
o
(t) =- --:i"--- =
dt A~(t) (A-2Z)
.Ao(t~ by definition is always positive. The sign information which would
normally be associated with Ao(t) is implied by the phase. This means
that a sign reversal in Ao(t) would be manifested by Ao(t) going to ze:"o
between two successive s:l.mple points and the phase undergoing a step
change of 1T radians. This sign reversal can be detected by sensing .
• when both art) and bet} change signs from one sarnple point to -the next.
The step change in phase can be implemented by ~ausing I~o(t) to contain
an impulse function of magnitude :!:Tr, wI,deh in a sample data system is
13imply one point of magnitude %'1T/T. The sign of the impulse is selec-
ted alternately as plus and minus. This is correct because if Ao{t)
had passed from positive to negative at some point in time it must next
pass from negative to positive.
Equation (A-Il) suggests that Gaussian noise may be inserted,
less the carri~r compor.ent, at the input 'to the RF frequency filter in
the following form.
(A-23)
The tcr:-n:; 111 (t) ?nd nzft) were assnmc.~! to hn.ve ider,tj~al power spc~;tra and
\Y/er-c· a:~!-:_~zoc<1 f:o l\<..: st:.l.t;s:"~ca11>" 1n::~(-pc·l'i:clcr~t. 'rh_l~Y \\~(:l~C il.';~O :1~5!H1-1Cd to hu.v(;
a pv.'.'(,r :;2~ect:ru";J1 which is 0ss.:;nl.iall}'~ at the ca::-der [rcqU(lDC)' w c '
i:..-· IO
The last assumption ~cquir~s that net) be bandlimitec by a
filter prior to its insertion into the l:'~'k:. The possibilHy of relaxing
this requirement for certain s~mulations avoids the use of an extra:
filter. . . .
Le.t nl (t) and nZ (t) be generated as pseudo-random numbers,
independent, and with Gaussian statistics by a compnt~r random 'num1;ler
subroutine. Let these n.umbers be of zero mean an'd standa.rd deviation
cr. Because they are ir.dependent they can be assumed to be samples of
a noise' process whose spectrum :s uniformly distributed be1;\"Ieen





where £5 = sample frequency. Now assume this ~ignal is passed
through a sample data banclimiting filter so that its power ~pectrum
in the interval - ws /2 ::;: ;,;) :5 ws/Z becomes
(A-25)
The spectrwn 51 (w) is now pas:;ed through the bandpass filter transfer
function HOw) tran$lated to z~ro and distorted in frequency ref>ponse to
produce the output spcc.tru..-n I
"
,(~-2(,)
. Without bancUimiting by HI (j~). Sew) will have. the same s1:ape as
IH(j ZiT tan wT/2 + judi Z, i. e., it will have the desired bandpass
shape abc:tt de and in ;.:.edition wi~l have a more narrow bandpass shape
about the frequency -t..J c ? "" - ZIT tan- 1 weT. The anal)rtic signal '
assumption, bcc~use of the frequency -,':arping, is equivalent to setting
Sew) ;:; 0 £01- W < - wcl '"' - 2./1' t::..n- 1 wcT/Z so that any noise power
below -wcl rcprc!<ents "n error in ~;hc simulation.
Let N denoie tLc tot;:;~ !1oIr.c pO""'''1' abo':~' - ''>cl :J.l"ln N e d\::p.ote
fh~~t 1: (·1 ('\'_~. :\1 ,\1.-i1.1 ~L.(!!1 be the noise PO\"lc:'4 ,v1::ich sh.(..Jl~<l n.orrnally be
u~~~d~:: CO;Y!F,.t11~(ng :::c:.rT"i~!" 't'-J nols-:-.: ratio. Ne , t]lC: (:.}:L:.-a noise:: aclded by
A-ll
the sirn.ula,:ion, will normally affect the outputs at frequencies which
arc not of interest and rn.ay later be filtered out. however, it is impor-
tant to rCp,lllie that Ne will affect threshold in the system and must bekept small whenever the simulation is to function near or below threshold.
o '3:'he quantities Nand Ne can be derh-ed by integrating equa-
o tion {A-~6) over the proper regions to obtain
N Z~= tr -f
Ii









iH I. Z WT) H(' 2 0 'JJT +. \t d1 \!T tanT JT tanT . JWCJ W (A.Z3)





From Equation (A-30) it can be seem that if BlOw) "" 1 over a.
range equal to the passband of H(jw) and if w - We «ws/2. fb is the
equiv-alcnt noise bandwidth of the modulation link filter. An ~stirn",ta of
the ratio of Ne toN can be obtained by assum.ing HOw) is narrowband.




if the system requires that the ratio of Ne/N be small this may
be achieved if the carrier frequency is m'uch highe.r than the sample fre-
quency. C~ it; c.an be :l.~s~rcd.by ba::dli."'"Diting· t."'lc noise. by·a lo~-1i~:;s
filter H l (jw). '
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APPENDIX B
SYSTID MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND THEORY
B.I.O . MODEL DESCRIPTION
There are three basic types of models used in the SYSTID system:
(a) Mononode d:evice:r::.
Figure B-I. Mononode Device
(b) Binode devices. and




..l:lgurc 1~-3. M\llti.nodc Device
B-1
Devices of typ.e (a) will be rt~ferr·ed to as SYSTID library functions.
They ca.nnot be directly constructed in this form in the SYSTID language.
Mos"t models will be of type (hj. They are the sirnplest to constrllct and" use
and x:esult in the most. efficient sh"!"~\11atio·nprogram. Many models of type (c)
can be constructea as models of type (b) by an appropriate choice of the moael
boundaries. For example incorporating 1;""'0 models of type (c) having a com-
mon tap into a single model of t.ype (b) .. is such a constl"uction.
The aiiference "bet:-..veen a model and.a system i~ .not particularly sig-
nificant from the user's· po-.hk.of view. A sys tern is the miLlimum configura-
tion necessal-y to run a meaningful simulation on the computer. The user
wili find it easy to construct a model of a "link ·such as the link frorn A-la-B,
simulate it a~d later incorpo.rate the A-to-B link into anA-to-C link without
altering the A-to':B model. The distinction between a model and a system
is a matter of fixing all system parameters and input and output specifications.
The ~~i1osophy of the program is that 10 st:a.!:~ments should not be embedded
into a model, as they will require alterat(on of 4'1.e model as it ia uscd in
various systems for which different input and output is desired.
In the SYSTID system the following convention is used: The signal,
a~ a function of time, progresses from the left to the right, left node to
right node. The left node will alwCi.Vs be an input node <>..nd the right node
will always be an output node. Taps; depending upon context '.vi11 be either
'inpu~s OJ; OU~pC.t3.
Models of type (c) a:::'e not easily handled on a digital computer since
the machine effectively executes only one instruction at a time. The input
and .output nodes are hand.led ~utomaticallyby the processor. The output of
devic.e is passed to the devices down-link through their common"node. Taps,
on the other hand :require; more infor=a.tion 10 be properly connected, however~
·A detailed discussion of the use of taps will be de£errcd to a later section." It
shouH be clear that the distinction between a tap and the input ana output nodes
is a functional requirement of the SYSTlp processor and not a property of the
device being modeled. .
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•B. 2. 0 MODEL NODE DEFINITIONS
The topology of a model is defined by its nodes. Every user-consl:ructec!
model must have an input node and an output node. The signal enters the model
at the input node and progresses through the model along fue paths defined by
the nodes and the devices connecting nodes. A.t least one such path must reach
the o\:tput node and all paths must terminate at the output node or at a ~p. At
each node the signal enters the input node of all devices common to the node.
The signal may also leave a device I:hrough a tap or enter a device through a
fap, but the connection node to tap- is never explicit. A node is a collection
point for the signal. The value of the. signal ata node is the instantaneou~; sum
of the output of.all devices immediately up-link of the node; this value is passed
to the input nodes of all devices immediately down-link of the node. Consider
Figure B-4, if the devic.e DO NOTHING is a short circuit, output equals input,
the value of the signal at :lode 2 is twice the value of the signal at node 1. Nor-
mally, I:he summing effect of a node win not lead to difficulties, however, the
user should be aware of its e!fect 00 his model, p~ticularly if he is using
identical parallel branches.
input out·put = t<.......ice
inp~'Q;
Figure B-4. Parallel Devices
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B.3.0 LISTING OF INTERNAL VARIABLES AND SYSTlD LIBRARY
MODELS.
B. 3.1 'SIGNAL GENERATORS
The set of internal generator:; comprises all· functions provided by
FORTRAN and those written into the SYSTID Library. These elements are
functions and may be utilized in expressions. NOTE that all output peak
levels are unity, unless otherwise noted•.









} Y in degree,
SQ(P) where p =: frequency or rate'
B. 3.1.3 Pulse Generator






five point pairs describing the function
B. 3.1. 4 Arbitrary Fur-ctlon or Non-Linearity
TABLE (XIN, Xl. Yl. Xl, YZ, X3. Y3, X4, Y4,4"5:. Y5)
This funct:on provides a piece-wise linear function for modeling both
driving functions and non-lin~arities.
where
XIN = independent variable
Xi~. YZ 1
X5. Y5 }
B. 3. 1 r: Deriodic Function Gene.rator
PTABLE (Tl, Yl; TZ. Y2, T3. Y3. T4, Y4., T5, Y5J,
This Inodel pro"ides!:he periodic f~nction capability. The output is
periodic with period T5•
•E. 3. L 6 Gaussian Noise Generator
This function provides noise modeling capability and has Mouses:
One by providing the spectra! density desired, the other providing the,SNR





SNH is the :>ignal-tc-noise ratio desired in ENB (eql.liva.l.~n~.;:
. neise bandwidth) assuming a unity si~wa:lley'el ....C';. ,;
IST.ART is a positive integer {>O} lor initiali~ing.the ~
rand onl Dum.be r genera. tOT






= D3.' sarnpling rate5
.




I l'li = 20-~D;J
N END 2 ENB= 'I'}. ':' 2lf DT '::0 1
whe rc ENB ;0 equ ivalent no is e bandwidth undCl" con s io c:ration.







=: 10 J\iR!.1 I;
or
~ .'. J. O··SNF;'/! 0
_ .-;1" . =: 20 2 DT ., s:-m
1
or
r-ic--' f --SNT~/lO iL'i.~ s I ~O - ':: 2DT ':' ENE
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(B··2)
B. 3. G MOD UL.I\.TORS
This 5cc..:lion provi<l~s the d<::finilion of the modulators available to
the SYSTID U$er. Ar; describc,l in sectic n 2.0 of the: l1i;'lin text, the capability
for efficiently simula.tll1ti RF communications syst.:,n:s rc:lics on the ability Lo
model sU<.:h systems at baseband. This is accomplished by translating the
RF frequency components to the bascbantl region with a para~nei;cr I"ormally
set to the highest carrier frequency.
It is the responsibility o~ the user to consistently define this transla-




t CARR.Il:R o.R.l<.!F"f'_1 ctd'>·~,Il:R... :
I C\l l'1"..E e"-r. f-- ~ I
I l'JIOD. FlL~l':.... I PET; I
I IL ~_=33"_r-{= J
Figure B-'{.
The RF cor."l.poncni.<> can be simulated i:'l. SYSTID by translating thc;m
(automatically) by f c (2CHzl, thereby allowing the simulation to be performed
in the kJi7, region. Tile translation, ho'wever, must be consistent ana there-
fore requires two modulator models for each type of moduld.lion: baseband
.and RF. The RF modulators arc prefixed with an "R".
"
The inter-face \.vhcn transcendi.ng-the bas-eband to RF doma.in is a.
model (lanced SPI.IT, which simply convert the signal into its real a"d
in);lgin<uy con"lpol1cnts for use i'>1l:ernz.l.ly.
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B. 3. 2. 1 Amplituc1.c 1'/iod~1latOl' - (AMMOn and HAMi,,10D)
(a) Functional Desc:rii'tion - The linear Amplitude Modulator
.CAlvi-MOD) model provides rlassical modulation capability to
the SY3TID user. This model is written in the SYSTID
language. The two forms of the modulator are functionally
identical; the difference lies in their use (section B. 3. 2).
(b) Parameters - Two parameters are required:
. BETA = ModuJation Index. (ra.tio)
FC = Ca!'rier Frequency
(e) Detailed Dc~crjption - The ArvI modula.tion process is
-icscribcd as follows:
co(t) ::: (1. 0 + BETA· INPU~ (t»)'C05 {2-.r FC Time}
where INPUT (t) _c modulating time function (the model
input)
NOTE: !BETA;~ INPUT (t)J := 1 for no over-
modulation. For RAMMOD, FC::: 0
in thl~ above and the output ~onsists of
the complex ba.seband signal.
(d) Block Diap.:r"ffi
AMMOD











. IN PU T< 1. 0+ S>< BE TA >N 1




Nl <S PL n >0 UT PU T
END





INPUT < SINE (1. 0) > HI





B. 3. 2. Z Linear Frequency Modulator (FMMOD and RFMMOD)
{a) Funcl:jon Description - The linear Frequency M:odulator Model
provides a classical mcdcl for this type of angle modulation.
'TliLs-model is written in thc-SYSTID language. The carrier out-
put magnitude is defined as unity. Thc two [o:r.ms of the modu-
lator arc functionally identical; the d.ifference lies in their use
(section B. 3. 2).
(b) Parameters
DF = fr~quency dcvl<l.tion 0f the; carrier per uuit inp'.ll:
Fe = can.·:e:l: frequency
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(e) Detailed DCSC1'~1)tion- The FM process is described as follows =
w (t) = 2rrFC + 21T*DF;': INPUT (t)
o .
,eo (t) = COS (27TFC t + 21T::'DF f INPUT {i) dt)
NOTE: For RFMMOD.
FC = 0 in the above and the








INPU T<, IN TGRT.>N 1












MO DE L= P!·~ 1:10 1). BE TA, Fe
. INPl)T<CDS< 2. l)p l"FC+:£*BET A) >OUTPUT
END
R.PMMOD
MO DE L:: RP H~I aD .8 ET r." Fe
. IN PLJ T<$~ BE TA>N 1
Nl <S PL IT >0 UT PU r
END
(i) Application - These 1:"80 iinear PM moddator~ ara used as block
clements in two distinct cases. PMMOD being used when ;-.0
cal-rier translation is o<!sired; RPM1\,10D w'hen carrier tre::.nsla-
~ion is required. Section 2.0 describes in detail the distinction
in the use of RF section simula.tiQ!l. An example fer referencing
the model is as rcHows:
NX < PMMOD(l. O. 10. E3) > NY
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en Application - These two linear FM modulators are used a.s block
eletnents in hvo clistinct cases. FMMOD is used when no ca.r-
rier translation 1s desired; RF:MMGD when carrier translation is
reqdrcc. Se::tie:ll 2.0 describes in dcto.il the distinction in the
use of RF sed;ioll simulation. An exanoplc [or referencing the
model is as [ollows:
I'>I"X < FMMOD (1.0, 10. E3) ::;> NY
B. 3. 2.. 3 Linear Pha~c Modulator (PMMOD and RPMJv~bD)
(a) Functional Descr:pli.on - The linear phase modulalvr provides a
classical mode} for this. type of angle modulation. The model is
written in the SYSTID language. The carrier output magnit~de
is defined as unily, The two forins of the modulator are func-
tionally identical, the difference being in their use (section 3.0).
(b) Parameters
BETA = Phase (Radians) deviation per unit input
FC . = Carrier frequency
(c) Detailed Description - Th~ PM process is describ.cd as ·follows:
colt) = Cos (2 *FC *! t + BETA ;'< I.NPUT (t»
NOTE: Modulation Index: - BETA * Inputmax . For
RPMMOD, FC=O in the above and the output con-













B. 3. 2.4 Delt';' Modulation (DELMOD)
(a) FuncCional Description - Delta modulation is a coded modulation
systeln neady as efficient ao!> PCM. requil"CS more bandwidth
. than PCM, but ilas much simpfer circuitry. These advantages
makc delta modulation quite attracti.ve as a standard model. The
delta modulator model is written in the SYSTID language. The
output wavefGrm magnitud~ is defined as .±l.
(b) Parameters
. PW =Pulse width. (ur..it time)
PPS = Pulse repetition rate (pulsesiunit time)
(c) Detailed Description - in a delta moduia~.ion system., only tile
changes in signal amplitude from sa.mple to sample are output.
The process consists of utilizing a pulse generator, pulse modu-
lator, an integrator, and a difference circuit.
let ~(fi= input( 1;) - OUl;put( 1;) ell;
where output(t) = Sign (e(l;) ) * 0 (I;)
where (, (I;) is a finite pulse of ow:idth PW













1'10 DEL= DELM OD ,p W, P? S
. JNPU T<$- TAPi >N 1
Nl ($ I ABS ($ »N2
N2 < $~PUI.SE (PPS.O" DT ,PW, 01)
OUTPUT(I NTG~pN3 • TAP i > CU TPUT
(f) Application - l'he celta modulator is normally used in pulse
coding an audio signal f.or subsequent transmission via a modu-
lated carrier. As such. this model will he mainly used in.
generating a baseband signal.
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B. 3. 2. 5 Multi-Level Coding - M-3.1"V Cedes (MLTPCM)
(a) Funcli,mal Description - This code modulator produces an
m-Icvcl sigtial based upon a serial input bit stream (polar or
binary).' A serial-lo-parallel conversion is made and a gray
code level selection is used in s-en-erating an outpc.t bit stream
at a ratc of 1\1 ,;, BT. Output Jcvels are normalized to a peak
value of unity (+1), representfcd bi" equal ievcis separate::!. by
11M. The minimum level (0) corresponds to the null symbol.
The. multi-level coder may be used to drive the FM and PM
modulators to produce m-<l.l"Y P:tvl carrier signals. Attention
should be made to appropriate scaling of the MLTPGM output
to produce the correct modulating signal magnitudes.
(b) Pa.ra.meters
BT =Bit Time
M • = Number of levels (symbols)
(c) Detailed Descriotioll - The serial bit stream is l04ded into an N-
bit registe:::. At time M*BT, the register is sampled and the
output wavei'orm value (0 to +1) is determin~c. from the reflected
(gray) code in the register. The o'utput i .. held at this level for
M=l<BT, at which time the register is sampled for i:h~ next bil:.
The following diagram depicts the time sequence fo~ an arhUrary
input bit stream. The par'tmeters fo"C this *xample are:
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(d) Bloc~ Diagrart'\ - Functionally. the model is represented
as follows;
~~~r:L----"';e52t'~2
Gr ~"'.,,\ -V~ <:> t"'E"r--; - .
>~I"~P£.E ~ I-\ot,.p
OUTPUT
Figu:::-e B- J. 7.
__~-}L
J wO~t;>!I Ct-o~ ~ I
M~' BT'
(e) Listi!lg - TJle:,(,del is written in FORTRAN IV.
"T FOR MLTPCM,MLTPCM
SU SR au Tt NE MLTPC M( 8T ,1"1 l
IN ;:;L UD E HE DF DR ; !. 1ST .
X:V=CI'ZZ+i) ,
INVAl.=O




IF (V O~Z+2l j, ,loa
C -lilt .. PuRGE THE ReGISTER
'!.I/;:V (Z2:+3) .:IFLOAT (2** (N-l) l
PO ~,C I=2,N 4>"
12=Z20(..1+2





V{ ZZ·~+I B~ =1 NVAL
V{ ZZ +1 l =XV
V( OUTV l=XV IFL.QAT \i-i~l)
18 i= (T +D T j/8 i .... 01.:-D r
," ! 8 1=tl,O U( I B :., N) .





(f) Application - The m.-ary code: is referenced in the following
way.
Nl < MLTPCM (BT, M) > N2
T11c signal at lhe inp:.lt ;:'0d~ ((.... g., Nl) ~s assurnec to be a
polar or bin&,ry bit st:·carn.
" ..~ ..",-, . .- .
,-1"".t /-'-Uf~. 13-i 8
" OUTPUT
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(e) b-isting - The model is w::itten ir. FOR TRAN IV.





1B=1'1 OD ( i B, NB IT)
XT =p EAK/2,
IF(IB)5,5,
. C f,U FIND THE CURRENT THRi:SHOLD LEVE:l.
PO 10 1=1, IS
V=V( ZZ+1 )
10 XT=XT"'Y~PEAK/FLOAT(2l<C (1 +1»
C *~ 'I\- SeT BIT r s .









(f) AoplicaHon - The AID converte!"' is referenced in the rollowing
way:
Ni < ATOD(NBIT, PEAK, BTl> N2
The ir"put signal at Nl is azst;nL~d analog; the outpllt at K2 is
a binary b~t stream of l'~vel O. or 1.
B. 3."3 DEMODULATORS AND DECODERS
This sediQl1 provides tbe definit.ion of th( demodulators available to
the SYSTID user. As c.escribcd in section 2.0 of the main text, the capa-
bility for c.fficicmtly sirrlUlating an RF c0mm'Jnicatiol1s system relies on this
ability to nlodel such syste:ns at basebo.nd. This is accomplished by b:ans-
lalion of RF components to the baseband region. Demodulators [or d~::c.c~iGn
of RF modulating signals arc praIlxed by -;l.n "R" in the following descriptions.
-·B-:-21--·
B. 3.3. 1 Am;JJit~Gc Der.1nr1ul'l-i:or (AMDEMOD and RAtvlDE!\10D\
(;.} Funcl;ional Dcicr',pti8!1 - T~lis linear- Amplitude Demodulator
model pr.oviue::::; a. ruclir:Jcnta:Ly model Lor use in the SYSTID
Libl'a:·y. The bc.sic IT,odel is a. fuD wave rectifier folJO\ved by
. a ~ser selected fiiter function chosen fo:, the particular :applied--
tion. This filter is external to this model. The full wave recti-
fier- is simply an absolute vaiue func':ion or envelope detector
fvr RF with its peak output val'.:,,- cie~rn:in",d by the m.oduiator
used in generation of the sign2-!.
(b) ?arameter:~ - No parameters 2-.re requ:rEd.
(c} Detailed DE~tion. " The AM demodulatiD:l process is simply
an absolute value ft:nci:ion for the baseband Alvl: detector. In








INPU'.,-,1------r i· I IOUTPUT











HO DE L;: RA hi:: EM aD
'IN?VT<ZDEHOD>Nl
Nl< V{VCJN»CUiPUT
NO.L'::": The ZDEMOD function is acononic SYSTID model,
fOl' USP. in the RF doma.in to derive the envelope
squared e::.nd insf;antant;ous frequency versus time
ftmc~ions.
(f) Aoplication - The AM Detector model is for use wi.th an
averaging filter to eliminate the car:-ier.
B. 3.3.2 Frc.:.luency DemC(llllal:)r (FMDEMOD and RFMDEMOD)
{a) FU;Jetional Description - The linear, idcali2ed FM Demodulator
provides a classical to simulate such a fundio!1. The mo2els are
wri~ten in lhe SYSTID la:1guagC. The basic model is a limiter,
<'l differentiator. and an er!velope detector. which is followed by
a filter function chosen for the particular applica~ion. This
filter is external to this model.
(b) Parameters
DV = Output magnitnde per unit frequency devia.tion (e. g. ,
volts H2.)
FC = Carrier frequency
(f;) Detailed descri?tion
FMDEMOD
Limite r func tion _ 'J'( z) _ f+k cos (z) > 0
- (-k cos (z) <: 0
~imiter Qutput Fourier' series
A' 1 •
y(z) = k+ ;,." [cos(z) -3"C05 (3z! +~cos (Sz) - •..•J
with z ::.~ w t + <p (t) and eliminating the DC term
C '.








+-:;;-(w +6(t))sin3(w t+c?(t).) .•• (B-6)
.. . c . . C
therefore:
Ak .
E L (f'j.; "'_ hv +¢ ( t) ) [- sin (w t + <l> (t))
" c C ' ...
+sin3lw t+6!J;»)- •.. ]
. C .
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The envelope of each tenn is proporEon<1.1 to W c +~ (t) and can
bc detected with full wave rectifier followed by a low nas;.;
filter. This low pass nUer is extel"llal to the ':rno~cl. 4 ThE:





The :RF FM Dem.od model is coupbd diredly to the
sim.ulation oi i.he translated RF section of a l"Dodel as
describEod in Appendix A. Since the cutput of aLly :nodel
contains L'Ith real and imaginary parts for the trans-




In order to avoid the arc tar;gent function and because
the instantaneous Li-equency is of interest in FM, tne
i.i~J.';:: d,::,rivaEve is computed:
1"] (t)
o
dy. (t) dy (tl
It) 1 . (<-) rYr\ Cit' - )'i ~ ~
2() 2,)·Y t +y. l~r l'
(B-ll)
The s;gn ;:,;ormatlQn normally associated with A(t) is
carried in the phase ami is detected by sensing when
both )'r(t) and Yi(t) change sign from one sample to the
next. This step c.hange ir: phase is in.1.plementeci by ±ir
cae,S ing 11 o(t) to CO!ltair!. an impuls e of n'lagnitude
(v/hich is Ti/DT in the saln;Jle data !:;;rnulation). The
impulse i.s selected alternately as plus anC: minus since,
for A(t) to ha've passed irvIn positive to ne~tiye. it
lnust have passed £rom rlegative 'Ci) !,ositive. ,The above
con'l)llt;~t:~ons are performed in the li.bi~.a..L·f function-.
ZDJ~MOD, which is written in FOHTHAN. -
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B. 3. 3. 3 Ph~.3e Demodulator (Pl\1DEMM ,~ml RF~:JEMt
Yl..cnctionai. Des,' rilJ~ic" - The phase dcmod~lator r.1.odel
. F,re;:cn~cd here is simply ti:e integral of an FM demodulator OL:.t-
put, in the case of the Bas0banci Demod (PMDEMM). The R7
Phase Demod (RFPDEM) =ef.lresents an. ideal wide band phase
Clem.odulator. ;
(b) Parameters
FC - Center Freqcency




Th~ phase dp.modl..l1atcr out.puf; is given l:ly
DV * fTh1DEMOD(t) dt where B..1DEMOD(tj is the
output of an FMDEMOD with a sensitivity of lv/radian.
RFPDEM
The RF phase demodulator simply illteg1"?-tes the oui:put
of. RFMDEMOD (Section 3.3.2), i. C',. f RFMDEMOD(t)
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. . . iN PU T< $/AB S( $) >tH
Nl <0 IF >N2




INPV T< ZD EM 01) >N'l
Nl < \f(\:CINJ*DV~2tO*PI > OUTPUT
. END






= P~lDEMCD, DV ,F C
INPUT\. FKDEMDD( 1. 0, Fe)
Nt < DV~S > N2
N2 < I Ni GR T > OU TP uT
> Ni
RFPDErvl
1'10 DE L :', RP :"D EM OD ,D V, Fe
IN PV T < RF i-1P EM aD {D V, Fe} > Nt
fill " I NT GR T > N2§ND
(f) Applicat'lo:1 _. The phase dcrnodu12.tors are to be USCG with
ext~rnal filter;.ng.
B-·?8
(al Fur..:tioT'.'1.1 Dcscripl-ion - '3:"b<:, matchlld filler rnoc1cl i.3 a simpl~
inte~!"ate and (Lur:""1» routine clocked Lv th~ Bit 'I'in1c.
(b) . ParamC";ers
BT - Bit Time
!c) Detai.1ed Dee(.rip~ion - The integrate-D"Jrnp process is
asyr;-chronuus and starts at til~le equal to zero, requir~ng the
user's dl.scretion in its use. The monel is written in FORTRAN.
(d) Block Diag::~
INPU'.i I .~ 1OUTPUT




Figure B - 2·1:.
Lis tl::..g - Follov/ing :'8 <!. lis ti::g :.:.£ the FCRTRAN routine name
MFILTR.
"I FOR MFIl.TR,MF"!LTR
SU 8R au Tf NE MFi: LTR( 8i ,
! NCL un E HE Df OR • ~ 1ST
INTEGER Z
Z=ZZ
\Ie Z+2) =V CZ+l)
V~ Z+l} =V ev IN)
VC Z+3) =v (vour>
It CVO UT )=v(VO UT H" DT 2"" (V (Z +1 )'" v(Z+ 2) )
If n NT (CT-DT )/8T)- INT< T/ST» 999, .100
DO 1 0 ! =1.3 .




7000 Fe; ::1M AT (i Hi, I eRR UP. IN MA Te HE D FI LTER MOD El '
5T OP
END
(i) Application - ':L'1'(, jna~ch",d filter rnocJcl lTIUst be \1s:c:d with <~lltion
sin:;e iL i~ ~:.sychronctl.s.
B. 3. 3.4- !;'requency DemoG'Jlator with Fcedb<lcl~ (fo'kfFR)
(a) Fundior,al Descripti.on - The Frequency Dr':.'lUodulator with
Feedback Model (FMFB) orovidcs an alte:-r"ate dcmod1.11a·c;on
. process capability. The basic model, wri tt~l1 in the SYSTID
. language, consists 0':: a multiplier, IF filt~r, FM discriminator
(FMDEMOD) and a Voltage ControHed Oscillator (FMMOD,. The
The RF fiItel" and pos t de tection low p2.S 5 filter are ext.3rnal to
the mod=l.
(bl Parameters
. NIF IF Filter O:der- (::: 10)
NTYPE - Type of Fi.lter Fandion:
= 1 for Butterworth
=2 for Chebyshev
= 3 for Bessel
=4 for Butterworth-Thor£lson












Stop Banr. R.d;io for Elliptic (if positive)
Modu~ar Angle (Degrees) for Elliptic
(if r.egati'fe)
IF Filter BaiJdwidfl-.
Detector Gai.n + veo Amp Gain
IF Frequ(~r..cy
Carric~ Fr~qucncy'
FM Discrimin;"tor Consbnl (Volts/I'I:<;)














t\> i (t) = ~JS( t)








a~suming the IF filter passe~; only the first t~rrn
I I) A( t) B : ( t' dJ 't)· 0 (t) )e3\~ = -Z- sJ.n wIF "t" 'it -
B -"'2',- -' }:
(B -15)
the output of the FM discrimir..3.tol' is ideally"
~4(t) = tt [c?i(t) - aCt)] DV '" DV [;3S(t) - I3l c4(t)]
') D" ~) S
e4' t::; V 1 +l3' (t)
(d) Block Diagranl
,B-16}
INPUT r------ I OUTPUT
N2 Li"I'~E"!"\:.:.JI-"----,----.







1!Ii Hi T <: s~ H. Pl ";. N1. "
Nl ( FILTER<NIF;NTYPE,3.FIF,SIF!O"GAIN,AR,EM)
N2 < ~MDEMOD{DV.F!F) > OUTPUT
OUI'Pv; <. F~t10D (DF, FC"F!F) )0 N3 'TAPl
> N2
(f) App1i~;aticn-The FMFB dcmodula!:t>:i" utilizes a tracking pri11ciple
to achieve go.,c'/ SNR pcrforrl1a.ncc. "
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B. 3. 4 FIl~TEHS
The.,modeling of fillers, or continuo1l5 iunctior.s relies on several
COn1?'.lter rOutines previously develol)cd by SAL which pcrfo:::,m the various
functions cl,~scribcd in Appendices A ar>.d C. For ease in their "..lSC, an intcr-
ia~e routine is written called FILY£R, with sevel"al enti'Y points as is
explained belm,v.
vrhen utilizi!lg any Filter model in a simulation of an RF lip-k, ';:rans-
iation of the lilter to th~ baseband 1"egion is ~lecessal'Y for ~fEcient :>imula-























1 fal" Low Pass
Z ien: High PaS's
3' fo;: B?n.ci Pass
4 for Band Stop
Amplitude Ripple (dB)
M-factor for Butterworth-Thom.son or stop-band
. ratio or modular al~gle fo? EIEptic functions
FX Arithrn~tic ce:r..ter fl"equ~ncy
"5 VI' B<J.l1clwidth
Fe = T!"a.!lslation frequency (i. e. tr-anslaic such
that Fe becomes "e:l:"v)
A:r-LP -= Voltage ga.in at FX
:- B-33 __ ~_- ,
,(h) Detailed Des;::ription - The detailed descripti\';'l for ge:lerating
the variou,; filter functiC':-.s in t~e s domain ~s described in
l>.ppendix A. Once the function of s is k!10Wn, the bilinear z
transform is derived. In order to reduce !"ound-off errors, the
function is repTesented by second degree sections, or quadratic
factors. The bUenear z-transform converts a factor of s to a
factor 01 the sam.e degree in z. that is:
2 +a F 2,z -2 -1 FO(s} ;,12 5 + 20 1S + F z + O(z)0 1 . 0 B-17)l(s} =- - 2 , l(z Jb 2s + b 2 s +0 D?z
-z + D l z
- 1
+ Dc .. ~ 0
I,
NOTE: D is Iwrmalized to ent:::-y
0
_v
2. ~ is a n..."lit delay .
The differenc:e equation fer one of the quadratic factors will
then be:
O(t) = FZI(t - 2DT) + F, I(t-DT)"", P I{t)
~ 0
whe~e DT is the sampling time.
1£ the fi.ltp.r is not being translated, the quadratic factors al"e
cascadec'!. However. when tranalating the fUter (described i.n
a ppendi..x Aj, both real and i=agina:::-y coefficients of s result
~nc the function is· represented by parallel quadratic factors.
The representation. of the fun!=tiol1 as a sura of tenns rather than
a product eii!n.lnates the necessity of cornp~ting the roots of a
. polynorn~nal in Ciete:nni-ni.'lg Y.r(s) and K;.\sJ. (see appendix A}.
When using a translated iilter. th,;:; l"~~ t~~e can be reduced sig-
nificantly il! tra.de fer exact representation of the fiiter. Reduc-
tionof a.pproximately one-Iourth is realized by using an equivaleo:.l:
low pass function; or one ohalf by a.s ;su:-l1.ing symmetry of the £ilter
(i. e. Ki(s; = 0). This is accomplished when referenci.lg cne of
the funcHons as desc!'ibed b:::low.
(c) U3c;age - The gener-al !"ef<erence is:
F1LTER (NP, IF, IG. FX. BW. Fe, AMP, AR. EM)
All va.ria.bies must be included whether they are applicable or
not. Th(, above reference is translated verbalum into a
FCRTR:;'N ca.ll si:al€men~.
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Alternate :.'~fer"n,--es to filters are a,: follows:
BUTTERWORTH (NP, IG, FX, HW, Fe, AMP)
CHEBYSHEV (NP, IG, FX, BW, FC, AMP, AR)
. i
BESSEL (NP, IG, FX, BW, FC, AMFj
BUTTERWORTH THOMSON (NP,IG, FX, BW, FC,AMP, EM)
ELLIPTIC (NP, IG, FX, BW. I!~C, AMP, AR, EM)
Spaci?-l Cases:
QFACTOR (AMP, AI, A2, A3, A4. AS, A6)
used to describe:
Al 2. • A2 + A3A~.·...,_~ S -r S
1'-=:-..V"1.r .,.. ? ~.
A4f:'" + ASS + };J,




(rl-I + 1) (Z;'Z :> 1)
( s 1\ ( b . 1)
,2 F3 + .I Z F4 + -.
(B-J,8)
F2 = C then 'me zero is elimir.aC'ed
Fl '" 0 then both zeros are eliminated
F4 = 0 th!?..il c.ne pole is eliminated
-..
F3 = 0 then both poles are eliminated
LEAD FUNCTION (AMP, Fl,F2, F:S)
. used to describe:
'·S )f S ){Z---=-=- + I ! 2. F2 + 1AMP * x ! • \ _
(52 ~3 + 1)
and is othGrwise the same as the LEAD:rJAG function.
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NotE. that the LIBRAR Y index defines the reference name
allowable fer any mmlel element and ca.:r, be changed at the
user's di.scretion.
. - V/hen utilizi'lg the above functicn, a.ny time Fe > 0, an. RF filter
is rei;:renced (i. c" complex inputs ar,d outputs) neche!' than a
1).'.sebc..nd filter (£. c. real input:.~ and out;~uts). Table B-3
dtlscri'IJes the conditions set ·U? by F~~ and FX.
TABLE B-3
~J"'-----'-R-eS-ul-t----~---..
.- ·1 Baseband filter simulation --l







3 I Symmetri::: translated fUte!" (Q = co)
Equi':'alent low pass function I
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B. 3. 5 MISCELLANEOUS MODELS -- LIMITERS
B. 3. 5. 1 Hard Limiters
A hard limiter in ba.seband modeling is simply $/ $ . However, in
the RF r~gi0n. a hard limiter is descri.bed as follows:
Y(t)
! '. :)
. _ .:lIY: ,Y_




B. 3_ 5. 2 Soft Limiters
Thus the RF limiter is referenced as:
RIo' LIMITER






. Figure B- 27.
-c. 1
APPENDIX C
THEORETICAL BASIS FOR rU..TER MODELS
TRANSFER F'tJNCTION RESPONSE FROM :?OLE-ZERO :':"'OCATIOl'[











where A is some condant multiplier
£ :: jw =eOthplex frequency
P. :: Complex Pole (s+ j,..>.)
1 1
z. :: Complex Zero (s + jw.)
1 1
N :: oreer of the filter (Numbt!x of poles)
'M = -Numbe-r -o-f -ze-'r-os
'-
The poles and zeros are always eit';er complex conjugate pa.i:rs
or .singie real values. The roots of. most of the functions of interest
consist enti:l.'ely vi conjugate 1'<:':'::'-5, if even, and have one addi.tional
real !:'oct, if odd.
The computation takes a.dvantage of~he computer's ability to do
cornplc>: arithmetk. The re:;pr.mse at a par';icular frequency (w .) is








= Q" I- j~ (C-2)
Th e I;c,mplex r::;,;;;.lt has ;,. mag~iL:c,e ar<d pLc.se response given
1..>y tr:.~~ for o\\ring expre s sicns
, -1
Tan [131 (1'J =Ph;.ise R'~sp':mse
The. multiplica';ive r::OOlstanf. ,A, i:;; lli>edmost often :i.e:! the i-'rc'grar:l
as c. norrna.lizing factor" I!:ll;r.~l.~ral, it" is ,je sired to make t:'le :1:f;sp,:mst';






All that is needed then i:: to d,~terrr'h:\:, the p:;:l~o (aid Zf:':O!; £Q1'
the f~llipt:lc hmctior.. C:;).5:::) of the djffer~nt types of filt;'rs. Si.rJ.ce each
filter is c:enved diif(:,·er:.1:1v. the rrmts cf !;'ctc.h are fc,~.r,c:', c.i.fferent:.y and a
s~ction is dell'oted to each "type. ?he poi,::~; faund are Xc.':;: the 71o::rnali::!;e,d
low pas s {I radl s'ee bi.nc.width).. T'ne ;;~l;p;':lnSe for hiJn pass. f;;tC:., wU';
b0 discl.lSiH"d. in the I;ecti.an 0':1 fran;!orm,ltil.)r,s.
(~~ Z.
~ t
GJ::N:E:RAT:£0N DF' FIL"7ER PROTOTYPE: T:LANSF~R, :C'UNCTIONS
An icl,O':a.l (or 7.ona·l) fil';e'C' is dcfbed ::.S one \,:hkh has t:',ni.~'/ g<?in ;::.1,,13
li:ne;::.:r ~h<,s ,?, cwer30n1C 'ba?ld':vi.u.th .tn" Thi.;; fi.l.i:c7' ht,s beet"!. ~::lcluded ~l'l the
F.ilt(~r S1~br(Jl.,_tine bcca:usc; of its '..lse·E~·tl!.1e;';s in ·v.c~rian~~ antL1Y'sis r;:rc,lblcrns.
Its eha::·a,-V.:::::istic~;C.re gi'ven in f'.guJ:"~ C- L
-------,_._-- ..... '
'C':[
i-iote tha~ the time delay is NIUE
..
,.: '.'~ '" J
Figure C-l. Amplitude and P:::'a:;e Re sponse fer Ideal ~zoDal) Filter.
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C. ~'_._,'_.;..l)...u,;.;.tl~.Fworth Filters
A. Butterw'Jrth c,:r maxim<J.llv flat arr.plitude filter has a





....,h,,:·c N is the 9rder of the filter.
('This is an approxima.ticn to a,. ideal low pass as shown in
figut'c C-2. The higher the orde::, N. the n~arer the filter response
aFP~''''lches th8 ideal.








Tlw roots of equatton C-5 are given by the expression in equation C:'6
= '. O~ (N + 1 + 2k\)~ 1 = 0, 2N-l
si eXPL 2N~' c (C-6)
i'\ .
" ,




and deterr:1inc the poles 01 the. filter fundic:;. The palos of H (s)
will be equally spaced OIl a udt circle in the complex frequency plane.
Those belo!1ging to H(s} will De only b the left nalf plane. The pole
locatic,~s are illus'i:rated fer odd and even oreer Butterworth functions in
figures C-3(a) an':'! C-3{b), respectively. The equations for the poles for
both odd and e·ven order are given by equations C-7 ai".d C-8.
Oda:
-cos C~) :!: j sin (~~) N-1'i= 1,2•••. ,- 2- (C-7)
Even:
P N = -1 + jO
'
<-(i-a. 5)1TJ...... Ir{i-O.5) lJ': 1") N ,IC_8)
-cos N - J 8m N if}- = J..~•••• '2
0.;. L
Ii w
. . N "-
.. ~\
"1 .... I \1L rr"'... \
,N 2N ....... \ I
. ...~
(a} Odd O.1"d,,= (h) Even Order









Figure C-4. Chebyshev Amplitude Response'.
\," c. Z. 3 Cheb¥,shev Filters
Chebyshev filters are cha:r-acterized by an cquiripple pass band
as shown in figure C-4(a) and C-4(b) for ever. ar.d odd orders, and a
monotonic passband":responso::. An alternate Chebyshev polynomial
approxim.ation provides an inverse response, i e, monotone passband
and ripply stopband response.
The equiripple appro,:imation has been shown to provide the
sharpest cnt-off filters thus the Chebyshev is the sharpest possicb
all pole Elte:r function. '-
The magnitude squared of the transfer fU::1ci:ion for th(~ Chebyshev
filter response function is given in equation C~9
IH(. \12JC...: I~ = (C-9)
lOf all transfer fllncEons whcsf' =::,~ros lie at tnfinity.
where
= cos [Ncos- l (cuD 0 ~w:::;l
... 1;l
= cosh [.N cosh- (w~ w>l
TN can be put in polynorninal form, yielding the Chebyshev po'.ynominals
of order N.
The Toets can be found by solving the de.l.om.inator cf cq'.1'?.tion
for s after substituting w = s I j and selecting the poles in ~h<: i.eft half
plane. /:r
This expres,sion has been solved in reference 54 and the Chebyshev
poles have b=en shown to be C!l an ellipse in the s plane. It has also been
sho\'!n thdt the Cheby;:;hev poles are simply rela.ted to the Butterworth
poles. This reh~tj.ons.':l.ip is given, by defiuing an intef'm,~diate va'1"i-




The Chebyshev poles are then computed to be
Pi . - aB . cosh('~) + j ~B. sinh (4))
1 1
«(;-11 r
wherc C!'E' z.nd f}m are the real and im<!.giniry parts respective:ly of the
. Butterw~ith pole positwDs as defir.ed in equations C- 7 and C- 8.
C-7·
The value of E may be computed in terms of the ripple amplitude (ARL I
'Tb~ ::-ipplc in dB is given by




- C. 2. 4 Bessel Filter's'"
£ ...:: (C-12)
The "Bessel filter is characterized by its maximally flat time
. delay fi. e., linear phase) ch;:;raderistic. The linear phase character-
istic is obtained v,ithout regard for the amplitude response and the result is a
non-selective amplitude characteristic.
The transie:r- function for an ideal time dela.'~"{= ! sec} is given by
!i (s) -s= e 1= cosh (s) + sinh (s) (C-13)
This expression cannot be l'xpanded di.rectly and trC::lcated at N
terms because it is not Hurwitz (all poles in left Jilalf plane) for N> 4.
The problem is to find a Hurwitz denominator. A Hurwitz polynominal
is the sum of even and odd pa:'t::; cf some re?,c.;"ance functions m(s)/n(s;
(even/odd).
I"-"l"cte that sinh is odd and cosh is an even function. E we expand










- s ~+ _1 _
5 ~+l
s -7--
, .ssel filters. named for th('; Bessel polynomial. usee. Ln their, reaEzatiou
!'e del"lv.::d by W. E. Thomson, and ::.re sl1mcUmes l'(.'![~rrecl to as
".:" Tho.n.i.~ en fiLte4:.s~_"~_,".__",.'" ._,-....,.:_ "',...-__ ..._"_
." "C':'R "
This .i:; be fo:::'m of a reactance function (all cot:f.:icicnts arc; Fo~itive)
and ::nay be 1:rul·lcatec. at the Ntb step to form:
K
H (s) = m is}' t'
, T Do,S)
b
H (5) = -----O'----:'---:N
~o + b I s --- bNs
(C-14)
It has been shown that m (:5) + n(s) is a Bessel polynomial which
is defined by the follow=.ng recursion relationship
~




The Bessel coefficients ar<:: r;f th,~ following form
} (ZN - k)l v = 0 N
I k = 2,N-k (N-k)! kl" ..-. ,
The poles of this functioZ"l. can be founc1 by digital ccmputer and
are p:.lblished in :refe:r-Ei.'".ice 58: Note that equ2.tio~ C-! 4 has been rl~r!ved
.for 1 sec time dela'r, but it would be desirable to work with a function
normali7-ed to a gi~en bandwidth. The half power bar-dw-idths for orders N:
1 to 12 were computed and are given in tClble C-l..
Using th~se bandwidths we may then O1orrralize the 1 ~ec. time
del,.,y pole s to a 1 rad! sec bandwidth by usir:g equation C- i 5.
P. (1 rao) = P. (1 scc)!BVv ~N)
1 1









B co 1 Po'eisE;. J.es ..
ORDER
BESSEL PO LES rWRliALI ZED TO i r{AD/~EC DAHDHl DTH
COHPLEX POLES
• -1"C~e~O!.10a.:.
•2 -1.1~160132 J ~. 636 iJe~'S2
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P T = Bessel Poles (1 radl sec) : .




B~.ltterworth. c.ncl B€:ssel Pole Transition loci.
.F.eierence C-113 ,'ses the 1 s~ccnd time delay Bessel poles
nr)rrrH·...1iz~d so that
for the ar:.alysi,-~. This produces a set of filtErs for which the bandwidth
is <:.. function ()! both foe order and. the parameter M. The bandwic.tll
varies r.,.:;onolor.·:::ally from 1 for !l.1 :: 0 (Butterworth) to a nmnber
greater than 1 for t~1C t-.1 = 1 (Bessel.}. Nore that anv normalizz,tion of
pol~,s {to cnar.ge the bandwidth} only- changes R a.nd. has no effect on 9.
Fl·om this we ca!). see ~hat the respo::l.se of the resclting BT filter is
independent (except for bar.dwidih scaling) of the bandwidth [and corres-
pondir.gly the Rs ) of the Bessel polus. Noting the Inc'lDotonic behavior
of the bandwidth as a function of M, it is logical to choose Bessel poles
with a 1 r.ad! sec bandwidth, for then the bandwidth oi the BT filt~:r. will
be clos e to 1 r ad! s ec for all values of M. C <lr ~ r.~us thE: Gs.;:d in pair ir;g the
poles from Bessel and Butt~rworth. A. l'we that r.1ay be used is: choos~
a pole from each Bessel and Butterworth with the largest real part,
. then choose the next pair with the next la:zgest :::-ei:il p?rt, etc.
C. 2. 6 Elliptic Funct.ion Filter'"
The elliptic {unction filter has been shown to be the optimum
• filter {snarpest cutoff for a given cornple:>...-ity) when both poles a:ld
"~eros a1'e permitted. The magnit~de resp~mse is given by:
1 (C-17;
1'01" n = even.
There are two common v.rays of normalizin.g the ellipEc nIter
L:mction. We have chosen to normalize tD the end of the passband
(w n = ! )., The band'.vidth specified then will be fho "r ipple bandwidth".
·with this ilormalization the. zeros of H(s} an: u:verscly prope,:-ii;:;nal
(,·... ::'th constant w s ) to the lnaxima in ~1:ze pas-"b:o.r.d. The other m-3::hod
.-.
Also caned ItCauer paramcl:er ll filters, and. llratioIlal Chebyshev:·
filter.
C-12
normalizes to the g(";vtnetric mean of the end of the passband (-':n) and
the beginning of tllC stop band {ws ) so that IW n Ws = 1 and wn = l/to)S'
Witn the lattp.r" normalization the. zeros of H (5) <'_re recii?Toc;;;.ls of ~:le
maxima 0: ·chc ·oassband and the criticsl frequencies are
- . . J ~!:.(k;) 1
w' =.;'k::' SNlJ j _(C-18)
"', tz - l N
: ~ l
where K(k} =c.::.r:nplete elliptical integral
~i~ .
kZ =W-i1 =1, Ns
The even· ordered iiiter s are referred to as IIhypothetica1 filter::;"
since they cannot be synthesized '-vithout tr<.msiorrners. It has beea
sho""n, (reference. C-114). however, that by applying a transfo:rmatio!l.
a realizable filter f).tn.ctior"L can he obtained while retaining the eql.!.il"ippl.e
Drooert",... This tr~ns£or!TI.atio~moOC!CS the lowest zero of RN {w l} to f'~ero and the highest pole {wslw; } to ir..£inity. The resulting R N is given












The '.':;.:tee typ,~" cf HHe:;;' magnib..l.de ;responses are shown.in
fig'He C·~),
1,::]", _ ·r~c"b





Figure (: .. 1) .. 1~1i:)1'1"r't,11;:-',ed ~!ncj l·l:,"'l)<.tJ,.:;l:C'-ll Fili:cr
lA.. rlLtn.~ t~Jd ~ l'\es pOr;,~i(~~:~.
C-14
The loca.tion of the wi was first fou:ld by Cauer rl'om ell~ptic




Note that w N =' 1, since SN [K(k)] = 1.
The parameters of the filters a~e:
O:p = .Minimun~ passband gain
as = MaY.:imum stop baro.d. g<..in
lU S -1 - Transition bandwidth
N = Order (complexity) of. the filter:
M N-l for Cldd N
1.1: '" N fo::.- hyp0thetical even N
M -. N-Z for ~1-2..nsfo:rmccl (~....-;n N
c- is
(C-20)








1£ the oreier (N), Q'p' and k 2 are giver. k 1 ~ay be computed from
equatic" C-23 and Q's f~'cm equ;l.tion C':22. Cl'p and a~ are '.lSU2.l1y expressec!in DB. . C)
(C-24)
(C-25)
An alternate set of specifications used by the' Telefunken Design
Table!: (reference C-115) provide a smoother range of parameters which
are related to the ones given above. They are:
p Reflection CoefEci~ut





A typical design might be mad", hy specifying
1. p or A p
2. e or W s
The order needed may then be obtained from the tables in
Reference C-115, or various nomographs a ....ailable.
The poles and zeros of elliptic fur.ction filters have beel:;' fouud
both by algebraic means and by use of conformal mapping (Reference C-ll6)
t:uough the Jacobi elliptic functious. The mapping is
s = j SN [-j CU. + j V}, ~]
k Z = 1/ w s
(C-28)
. (C- 3 ;~-I
i~
The poles and zeros lie equally spaced on parallel liD.CS in the








K-·· \k' J . -1 ( ) k I]llCz 1~ i Slr'. Q"p' 1 I
NK(k1)~
:l: (1 _ 2i - l)K {k } 1." =
\ N 2
o {Real pole. for ~ odd) I
N-l1, -y-
Using an iticnty fer complex argurnentsof the SN( ), we can write
down the poles and zeros of H('3) in the s plane
Z.










CN (U, ~') (2-31)
The poles and zeros given for N even are for the hypothetical
filter and must be transformed to the realizable filter by following
[ si'
Z.!.. 2 S. = complex pele
l s. . wI 1.1 or zero (C-32)=---..
w· 2 (,)e Z
SN fK ~kz)lN s. + (-=:-)
:Ie w1 (,)1 = L' J
This transfol'm2.tion is appliE;d to both poles and zeros. The
complex pair of zeros at (wsl wI) is deleted, .
This transfo·rmation does not alte...- the pass or 'stop band ripple




C. Z. 7 Other Transfer Functions
L-FILTERS
"Optimum filters with !tlonotonic respcnse'l,l 0:' L-filters, are
a class of filters ·;)ptirnum '.vith n~spe;;t to th~ properties: {I} mcnctonic
response, wib. (2.) sharpest possible cutoff.
Thus, if the L-filter arr~plitude function ~$
A(w) = A o
J: 2i +L (w)
n
then the nth order L-fW:er' is defined by the nth order polynomial L
n
whi.ch satisfies thes~. t 11ree properties:










l"O~ the Ap'proximation ·Problem. in Filter Design", A. P~poulis,
IRE Nat~cmal Convention Record. Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 175-185, 1957.
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C.3 FREQUENCY TRJ\NFORdA TlONS
FreS'.lcncy transformations arc used in £iltc~ synthesis so that
one basic (ncrma~ized lo\v pa5~) £i:~er may be synthesized and then other
types rnay he ·derIved from it. The transformatior.s pr'.)vide for both
scaling of the frequency scale and ::or obtaining a different ki,d. of
response (e. g., ballcpass) thro;]g~.. ::napping 5)" Gr.ce the desired
response is obtained by choosing the correct trans.t,:.::-mations and trans-
formation parameters (wo ' wb)' the basic netv/crk can he altered Cl.ppro-
priately withcut deriving '::he actual transfer fU:1c:tior.s. The details of
the transformation a::e discussed in Weinberg (refcrel"lCe 58).
-.
In the following discussi01:~ table C- 3 win be \\seful to refer to
the four commonly used transformat5.ons which E~re ir,"}plem(~nted in
th,~ FILTER Frog..-am.
Poles and Zeros
The general form of a filter transfer fum:tion ca.n he r;;;prcsentc:d
















X. complex frequency (normalized)
ZN. = compiex zel·O ~normalized)
J.
PN. = comple:<;- pol~ (normalized)
1
M, N =namber of zeros and nur;lbcr of poies. respccti"cly~
betwc"n " and the corr;plF~x: frequency S (s=jw) are given ir~ table C-4.
Tlt<;; objective is to utilize the transform relationships <lnd \~he normal.ized
lew :);l:;S fEtcr proto~fPCS in artier to obtain cCju<ltivn C-35 in t!1e form of












acllieved by deterr......li.ning the relationship pebvcen the normalized poles and
zeros (PNi and ZNI) and the poles ancl zeros in equation C-35 (Pi ana 2 i ).
Table C-4 and C-5 presents a summary of these results which defines the
transfc.rm expression for each of the four filter types. These expressions
are irnpleTIlcnted in the FILTER prc,gram.. ..





















FiltCL 'I"ype Transfo rn"l I
Low Pass A = slwb I
High Pass A = wbl s iI 2 + 2 ,







Group delay(tg) for a filter is defined as shown in
equation C-3S.
= ··d ¢{w)1
de.> -I s = jw
whe7.e
U ::. radian frequency
~,{w) = steady state pha.se response of filter.
(C-36)
The complex stc'ady sta.te phase response for the normali:~ed filter




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o I N VJ
where
ZN. = .Normalized Zero = Q', + jA.~ ~ ~ l-'~
PN..- Normalized Pole = a, + jE.
1 1 .~





"~'O-(3.\ \ .... _lin-E .. )
tan-1 _ l) _ L. tan I_~:"..
G i . i=l \ 'Y~ J
. (C·.38)
In order to find the phase respor1ee of th~ transformed fiIt·:!);" t::e equality Ln
equation C-39 is' used, where T({,·}.is the appropriate tra.nsfor::::1aoticn






d ¢ CO) dO
dU d", (C-4Gj
the gro-"lp deiay of a no:rmalized lowpass filter can be obtained as
given in equation C-4:1. \0
N M
"
a. 2 'IitgnCO) = L 1. +2 (13i - n)2 '1. 2 + 2.i=l a. + i=l (t:. - 0)




The gro~p delay for the transfo:omcd filters is derived from
~he;;; c rclatio:~ships ar.d the multiplier iJ.n/ dw which is <l function of the
type of transforrl1atiori being made. Equation C-42 shows ~hc expressi.on
for group deb.y as a iunction of the normalized low pass expression
c.:-nd ta:)lc C-5 l~sts t~~e group dt~lay f'J.·.i.Ci'~5.ons 1'-('):t' t.~)e i"f,)U:- tJ:2.r~~d~o:"mations
beiClg consid~rc'l~. Th~ g',o,-,p de]?)' at ze,"o fl,"e{l"lCnC';' ani at center fre-
qllC'lCy arc also c.f ir,t,:l-~:~;t. T;'iCSC fL:.n::tiol1s are tabtJa'~,~cJ in t.sb'~e C-7 .
•\'Jsc, ':h,:;re are s:~vcr"l htcrcsb~'"g obs,er'{atiol1s to be n1.:L.:l'3 ,,·,bc"'.l(~ the
gro'(lJ c.:cla:y, anc1I::lcy <C,.1."e as io110','115
III Alwa'l"'~ CGt\tlI1'.lO',';::. ar.d bo:;mc,CQ <i.nd i.s ZI:",;; ')l:Jiy
at (,) = 00 "
'" Pole:, c:ncl :,:,,:ros with G, ZC!'C l·e.~l paJ·t ec::tribute
noth"::<g to gl'OUp 6elay,
,n If Ipd ,-: 1 'sr'01.:p delay fo:r Ie,"'; pa.~s is the: ~<~me as
for high p,:.,;;~ <.U1C.1 b?.n.dpass is the ,;;-arne "'s ba.:ld stop
(1. e., B'I,;·tt,;.~-\l;;o.rthm.tet's cas~~.
\
C",< EQ1...CVALENT N01SE :EJ.ND'iVillTH
Ther,~ are nwnc,:m.'.5 (l\~fi':J,iti:>n.s 0; the eq·.li·\i'a~enl;r.oi:vo·1)"'.~J­
wiciL:~ {ENE) (;,l a fiHe:r. The lm,~~ W.':l.lC1:1 is implel~lcr:;tcd in. 'tn::.:.; l;-ILTEi.~
p:;"g:-am is given in equati::ln C-·O.
1 t~· Z






Th~.s i:; l.he band.vidth Cor .. ~;ypt;'tbctic'i.\l :iltcr 21:lving unity g<~in
:t12 the Fa~,s':lar.,c and :~el'O ga:n in th~! stop band foll:.",,;,; Sy ~'.r:: .ampL·fi.:::Z'
wi,';.'I] gain = Et!HlX' The l'lc·ise pON.'~~· pas~'ed 'oy sueL <;:·.ut~,r and
CiJ"l::pEfiel" woul,;, b,~
p
wi1C;:re l~o is tllC clr.c;··-sided powc;r spcc\l".'ll 6.::.nsit)· ;;.f ::hc \flat) 11o.ise
"!.;.'a·t';:,t;/I--r~: and \;:h~.~."c I-TUL.I ) is ~:he iilter tran.s:fe:'" :rur.:ction \vith S ::~ jw.
il1:.c[;:"c.J Ca!l be evC::''..lat~d ir,. the !ollc.v.'illg;,ru.'{:
ir'.
The
j-! (j (,) E:;: [j w ) Il(s) H(.. s} (C-'·E)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tablc C-7. Group Dcby at Z.CT0 [end Center Frcqt!cncy.
F~lter + (0\ I t (w ) -I"g I
-I'" g 0I P. lLow Pass 1 N 1 Ii
1-
z --.,- ------I ~"'b i=l Ip I f -: - i l I~ I II N Ii High Pass I :z P. I ------w b i=l J. !!
I
'w, l P.Band Pass I u N P. NP 1
- --Z. ~ ~ !p.12I i=1 3- Wb i=1I We 1I
I
·1I W b N P. 2 NPBand Stop 1 P.I -2.- :!::.-- --- ~I ;-' IP IZ OJ b i=1 . 1'We ... l _., 1
L I
Notes: 1) z.",ro(;s a!"c asswncd to have zero real parts.
2j Poles are l'eal Or co.Jjugatc peirs.
Substituting 5 = jw in the htegral in equation "':-43 yields
jCIl







wl"l(::;;-c C is a closed COI:t )ur ~D the comple;': s-planc. Since the right
h:df pLene pobs a:;;-e l.:". :-:lin'v;' im,~~c of tile left haLf plarLe, the contour
of inte:.p.Jl·~'..ti0!1 need only COrl,tL1.in thase. paie.s in the left half r:1c.nc. T'hc
inr"/'6;':~} 1:1 cfp::.!.'f:ion C~ -·1:1', can be c\,"alL1att.~d by {ir~ding it~. r.::.siducs.
T:H.: il1~2';l';~nd C2.n be !'<.;prcsentcd as follows
C-27











The definition of the: residues of equ3tion C-4', is given as





NZ (z 2 _11 .
i:::1 1 (C-48.1
Sub5tituting this res'iit inLe equation C-4b yields the appropriate
.,yp::cssion (cCjl:<=.tion C-491 for the ENE ir: tern'ls of the residues of the




Lj= ! R m (P. )J (C-49j
It is j~~port9.nt: t~ note the: iollowin~:
()) H(z) is the transformed filter L:ra.asfcr function
(2.) E(s) can have no poles on the jw axis
(3) Multip::'c poles are no! allo"ica.




The tim~ response of Zi. filtc:;: rr:"y be: ohtail1ed by CV:llu<::Li;1~




















The Laplac.::: tr.:;.nsform pairs are given in equations C-50 arid C-51.
ret) -st





G (5). = L (g (t) ) .
:,;{t) = L-l (G(s) )
E i-jet>. .




The transfc:r funci-ion H(sJ is known {C01~rll,~,"dby the prograr.'l
~nd t:;c L:lpl<::.cc transf0:'rns [or various input signals have t.c~::. tabulated.
The Lapbcc: tra:-lsfor;-;-; :Jf the: output signd is:
C-2'}
(C-52)
TLc pJ: alll cn1 is to cv 2.1 ua te the in'.'e::.- s c La pl<.LCC t::-ar:slol'n1




irE ( ) st .,




~. JE ( . S~ d
-.'" 's}e s2JlJ 0
C
In usc~ful cases Eo (5) has poles only in the left half pl<1l1c
(Rc (s) < 0) or Oi'l tl1c j w axis :'ina hilS mure ~olcs thar:. ze:i:o;;. The intc-
gT,·.nd then vanishes at 5 = ro for t > 0, aad the b.tegral can be replaced




= ~ residues of E (s)c at poles of E (s)
o 0
N3'
Rn (s - Z:)
E' (5) :: _i_=_l L_
o NP'










Figure C-? Contour of b.tcgratiol1.
C-30
whc:'c Npl and NZI are tb.c nu;nbcr of polc:s and zeros of Eo(s} •
.
For simple po::'cs and a gCT'cr2.1 functi.on G (s)
















A i~1 (Ph - Z i) e h
Npl
n (Ph - Pi)
i=l
(C- 55 1





= '\ R iF. ) e •L . 1"1
h::i
(C-56)
Nctc that \vilile this equa.tion cont~ins c02nplcx q"..A.antitics" t}1.e SUIYl is rcal.
If []',crc is a doub16 pole at zero (<:l. r<:mp input), the :esid'.lc can
be:. r\.)"l~:'!c1 f::()~1: <:(j~..:~~ti:.)n c- 5·~ ..
C-31




- nlS e e dS J :S:'.')
"=tH(o) + dB\s} !
lis
s=o
H(s) = P(s)/Q(s) P(s)




a = TIe P.
c' 'I.
s=o









Therefore for e.(t) = t
l
eo~t} = tH(o) + H'{ 0)
NP
J_ I
Vihile it is passil;le to cc·nputc ~he response for multiple poles other
thail ibc anG described, these c~ses hOlve not been implemented in the
prcgram described lC'_ter. If a multiple pole (other than zero) is
encount,ered, an overflow will result.
C-33
